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INTRODUCTION

Law professors have penned essays about criminal justice reform for decades. In some ways, reform is an organizing scholarly orientation for people in the legal professoriate that can come in many flavors. A few include; correcting policy problems; addressing perverse bureaucratic incentives; closing doctrinal gaps; or solving a theoretical puzzle that may have practical implications. These are important endeavors. The racialized ballooning of our criminal justice system, often described as mass incarceration, is a policy problem. Allowing police departments to (handsomely) profit off the people they arrest, in violation of due process principles, is definitively perverse. And despite some people’s disinterest in theory, the explanations for why we punish are central to bubbling calls for abolishing, as well as defending, penal institutions (e.g., police and prisons). This work matters. There is no complaint here about what criminal legal scholars are doing. My concern here is about what has been given less attention relative to its implications, and that is the role of law professors in our current penal crisis.

Law professors train some of the bureaucrats that are central to the problems in the criminal justice system: public defenders, prosecutors, and
judges. With the exception of people who might have personal or professional experience with the criminal justice system before law school, professors who teach in the criminal justice curriculum are often the initial points of contact for budding penal bureaucrats. These instructors play a critical role in the initial training of these students. Some of these students go on to work in the same flawed criminal justice system that professors often critique. Nevertheless, the role of the professor and of legal training in general are often ignored or given short shrift in our public discussions about the criminal justice system.

The publicized murder of George Floyd, shortly after the killings of Breonna Taylor and Ahmaud Arbery, prompted a subtle shift. As was the case in other professions, a wave of legal educators issued statements denouncing the police brutality and racial subjugation that typify parts of our criminal justice system.¹ Law school deans penned powerful messages that gestured toward the relationship between legal education and social change. Anecdotally, portions of the professoriate seemed to be more receptive to integrating questions of race, poverty, gender, and inequality into the legal curriculum. Notwithstanding such introspection, it is unclear that the education of future criminal justice actors will change. Women and minority scholars have recognized the need for curricular change for more than three decades, particularly in the field of criminal legal education (e.g., criminal law, criminal procedure, and evidence). Although the nature of the commentary has changed, the core critiques are still relevant today.² Why is


the contemporary racial reckoning in legal education so belated? One of the many reasons is tied to the ways legal scholarship treats law professors as outside the problem of criminal justice reform.

Accordingly, this Article argues that law schools and law professors play an underappreciated role in our current penal crisis. This contention is not causal, nor does it suggest that law professors are directly responsible for the state of our criminal justice system. Instead, my argument is premised on the belief that the training of students who become criminal justice lawyers matters and is not insulated from the critiques levied by legal experts in their writing. Querying legal education is not a navel-gazing exercise, but instead, is a call for the kinds of reflexivity that is valued in some social sciences and helpful for having fuller understanding of the world.

Scholarly gaps also contribute to the general understanding of law professors as outside the bounds of criminal justice reform. A significant subset of criminal justice scholarship focuses on penal bureaucrats—the individuals tasked with meeting the various imperatives of the criminal justice system (e.g., policing, prosecution, indigent defense, criminal supervision). The broad literature on penal bureaucrats typically focuses on their practice and work environments. This rings particularly true for legal scholarship on penal bureaucrats, which traditionally examines incentives, pathologies, organizational culture, and constraints in the worlds of policing, prosecution, and indigent defense, amongst other areas.

---


On the other end is legal profession scholarship, which overlaps with professional responsibility and traditionally investigates questions tied to legal education, socialization, and demographics, amongst other issues.\(^5\) Interestingly, scholars of the legal profession who write about criminal justice have focused much of their attention on the legal ethics of criminal practice.\(^6\) Again, this is an appropriate concern considering the moral quandaries and dilemmas penal bureaucrats encounter. But the lack of unified attention to the legal education, socialization, and demographics of future public defenders and prosecutors means there are gaps in knowledge about lawyers working in the penal bureaucracy. This is unfortunate because a cross-

---


\(^7\) There are exceptions that gesture toward the issues described in this Article. See Alice Ristroph, The Curriculum of the Carceral State, 120 COLUM. L. REV. 1631 (2020) [hereinafter Ristroph, Curriculum] (describing the role criminal law courses play in producing mass incarceration); Ronald F. Wright & Kay L. Levine, Career Motivations of State Prosecutors, 86 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 1667 (2018) (examining the motivational profiles of prosecutors); David Alan Sklansky, The Progressive Prosecutor’s Handbook, 50 U.C. DAVIS L. REV. ONLINE 42 (2017) [hereinafter Sklansky, Handbook] (discussing how prosecutors’ offices fail to consistently collect demographic data and comparing diversification efforts to that of police forces); Kenneth P. Troccoli, "I Want a Black Lawyer to Represent Me": Addressing a Black Defendant’s Concerns with Being Assigned a White Court-Appointed Lawyer, 20 L. & INEQ. 1 (2002) (discussing race and legal representation); Sherrilyn A. Ifill, Judging the Judges: Racial Diversity, Impartiality and Representation on State Trial Courts, 39 B.C. L. REV. 95 (1997) (discussing the demography of the judiciary); see generally Ryan D. King, Kecia R. Johnson & Kelly McGeever, Demography of the Legal Profession and Racial Disparities in Sentencing, 44 L. & SOC’Y REV. 1, 1-2 (2010) (finding that increasing the number of Black and Hispanic attorneys in a county decreases the Black-white and Hispanic-(non-Hispanic) white disparities in sentencing);
pollination of criminal justice and legal profession scholarship has the potential to prompt changes in an area that law schools actually have direct dominion over, as opposed to important but symbolic statements about police violence that may have a shorter shelf life and weaker societal impact.

Reexamination of the structure of legal education and its relationship to our criminal justice system is particularly urgent considering trends in both areas. Here I am referring to generational change. Every year Millennials (members of Generation Y born between 1981 and 1996) enter law school and the penal bureaucracy. At the same time, their post-Millennial successors (members of Generation Z born after 1997) are increasingly entering law school and will also become public defenders and prosecutors thereafter. Both cohorts are more diverse than the Generation X and baby boomer professors that typically teach in the criminal justice curriculum. Millennials and post-Millennials also have different experiences with law enforcement and less punitive politics than their predecessors. Some of these young people will be prosecutors and public defenders and have the potential to reshape the criminal justice system. But the generational nature of criminal legal education and lawyering has been overlooked by scholars. Instead, age-based inquiries are often relegated to pedagogical discussions about how members of Generation Y and Z learn and consume information. But analyses of criminal legal education and its relationship to generational change tee up larger issues about the future of criminal justice administration. Millennial and post-Millennial leadership during the summer 2020 protests and the


politicization of current law students underscore this point. Accordingly, this Article makes a unique contribution to criminal justice scholarship by explicating how law schools contribute to our carceral regime and providing insights into how legal education can be responsive to generational developments in ways that accord with the growing consensus around criminal justice reform.

This Article proceeds in three parts. Part I particularizes the long-standing critique that legal education is not designed to challenge the status quo. Assuming this is right, and available empirical accounts of legal education seem to suggest so, this would mean that the core criminal justice courses taught in law school are not immune from this critique. Indeed, Alice Ristroph’s recent deep dives into the history of substantive criminal law—the only of their kind—put forth the closest message: “American law schools, through the required course on substantive criminal law, have contributed affirmatively to the collection of phenomena commonly labeled mass incarceration.” Professor Ristroph’s assessment is correct and is one part of

---


13 See, e.g., MERTZ, supra note 5, at 5 (“Another feature of the linguistic ideology that emerges in law school classrooms is an emphasis on layers of textual authority as neutral sources for legal decisionmaking.”); GUINIER ET AL., supra note 2; WENDY LEO MOORE, REPRODUCING RACISM: WHITE SPACE, ELITE LAW SCHOOLS, AND RACIAL INEQUALITY 51-54 (2008) (outlining a discussion in a constitutional law course in which the professor had “an implicit bias for the interests of white men in the formation of a government to protect their interests, certainly not the interests of African Americans”).

14 Ristroph, Curriculum, supra note 7, at 1635; Alice Ristroph, An Intellectual History of Mass Incarceration, 60 B.C. L. REV. 1949, 1985 (2019) [hereinafter Ristroph, Intellectual History] (arguing that the idea that criminal law is both "essential and narrowly targeted to address distinctive social harms" is pervasive in criminal law pedagogy and "is linked to the growth of the carceral state").
a larger narrative about legal education’s reluctance to take full account of its role in our criminal justice crisis. Part I picks up the baton and widens the discussion beyond substantive criminal law and illustrates how three issues that are central to the study of the legal profession—education, socialization, and demographics—offer insight into how law schools reproduce our penal status quo.

Part II shifts to the missing discussion about generational change in the legal profession. This Part explains the distinctiveness of Millennial and post-Millennial law students and situates them within two recent developments in the criminal justice system: mass incarceration-influenced “progressive prosecution” and indigent defense reform. Empirical research has long demonstrated how legal education morphs and sometimes neuters students’ social justice ambitions. But the core criminal justice curriculum imposes a strict law/policy divide that leads to thin treatments of the practical issues facing penal bureaucrats. This divide also contributes to an under-engagement with reform trends in the criminal justice system and their real limitations. The sidelining of reform conversations in courses that are denuded of full social context means that students are receiving a suboptimal legal education. It is suboptimal because it is not responsive to the social justice concerns that inspire some students’ decision to go to law school, it does not harness the working understandings of social inequality that Generations Y and Z bring to their legal education, and it implies that social justice concerns are additive as opposed to considerations to be examined alongside doctrine and blackletter law. In short, future penal bureaucrats


15 See infra Part II.


17 See Jonathan D. Glater, Statutory Analysis: Criminal Law and an Ever-Evolving Law School, 10 U.C. IRVINE L. REV. 401, 416 (2020) (noting that “[m]any students in this millennial generation have studied what behaviors constitute microaggressions and have thought about their own intersectional identities” and suggesting that students often are eager to delve into the social implications of the caselaw they read); Akbar, supra note 2, at 370 (“Our students are more sophisticated than we give them credit for. They experience the contradictions inherent in living with relative privilege in this unequal world. They can read between the lines of court opinions. They are capable of respectable debate about big social problems.”).

receive legal training that is loosely connected to a criminal justice system that scholars across the ideological spectrum have long-argued needs reform. This version of criminal legal education serves the penal status quo.

Part III offers some normative suggestions on how the legal profession might harness the reform-minded developments described in Part II in ways that could address the intractable problems in legal education discussed in Part I. These prescriptions are weighty and tethered to three important constituents: students, faculty, and employers. I describe the siloed as well as coordinated efforts by law students around the country to develop reading groups, syllabi, and organizations that address the shortcomings in criminal legal education. At first glance, this student organizing may seem insignificant, but it is important to note that intellectual movements like critical race theory and organizations such as the Federalist Society began through the efforts of students. The conversation moves to reform-devoted faculty, whom I argue should crowdsource, streamline, and publicize lessons of the key clashes between empirical realities of criminal justice and legal doctrine. This information would elevate the nature of conversations students have with professors inside and outside the classroom by providing insights for students who are interested in socially relevant criminal legal education but precluded because they lack vocabulary or understanding. These efforts would force professors to offer more updated, socially connected instruction ex-ante or by way of informed, real-time student questions in class. Part III is rounded out with a discussion of employers. I show how prosecutor and public defender offices can engage in demand-side reforms in the criminal justice curriculum. Much like law firms who recruit from specific schools based on their strengths in corporate law, intellectual property, or health law, these offices should hire students from schools who take a specific interest in reforming criminal legal education. Employers would still prioritize hiring people who understand how the various doctrines, cases, rules, tests, and reasoning in law schools...trains many lawyers to see statistical evidence as 'sociological gobbledygook' and law as an autonomous discipline.""); Cynthia Lee, Making Black and Brown Lives Matter: Incorporating Race Into the Criminal Procedure Curriculum, 60 St. Louis U. L.J. 481, 482 (2016) ("[M]any criminal procedure casebooks present the Supreme Court's criminal procedure jurisprudence as a series of race-neutral decisions. If the law professor who teaches Criminal Procedure wants students to think about race, the professor often has to supplement the cases in the traditional casebook with other materials."); 19 See AMANDA HOLLIS-BRUSKY, IDEAS WITH CONSEQUENCES: THE FEDERALIST SOCIETY AND THE CONSERVATIVE COUNTERREVOLUTION 1 (2015) (discussing how the Federalist Society began with a small group of conservative and libertarian law students at Yale and the University of Chicago); Richard Delgado, Liberal McCarthyism and the Origins of Critical Race Theory, 94 Iowa L. Rev. 1505, 1510-15 (2009) (discussing how student activism inspired critical race theory); CRITICAL RACE THEORY: THE KEY WRITINGS THAT FORMED THE MOVEMENT, at xxi (Kimberlé Crenshaw, Neil Gotanda, Gary Peller & Kendall Thomas eds., 1995) (describing the development of an alternative course at Harvard that served as the genesis for critical race theory).
exceptions in the criminal justice curriculum apply to different fact patterns; but they would also recruit students who best understand how these aspects of law interface with the bureaucratic realities of the criminal justice system.

The Conclusion reiterates the urgency of this issue of criminal legal education, which is important to emphasize here at the outset. Scholarship on the criminal justice system occupies prime real estate in flagship law journals, and justifiably so. Meanwhile, substantive discourse on the legal profession is often confined to specialty journals, symposium issues, or exists in the social sciences, outside the purview of mainstream legal scholarship. As Gerald López has explained, law students and law teachers do not spend much time talking about matters of legal education in a “serious [or] publicly shared way.” Instead, they “treat these issues as matters of only professional concern, rather than as matters of general political significance.” This is unfortunate considering the integral role lawyers play in our society and in our criminal justice system. This Article elevates criminal legal education as a pressing problem, which, if attended to, could help mitigate the problems of a penal system that the general public is increasingly understanding as deficient.

A quick note on terminology and the title may be helpful before proceeding. In a searing critique of criminal justice reform, civil rights attorney Alec Karakatsanis uses the terms “punishment bureaucracy” and “punishment bureaucrat.” For Karakatsanis, both have an unambiguously negative valence. Karakatsanis explains: “A major achievement of the punishment bureaucracy is that it has retained mainstream respect even though it crushes unprecedented numbers of people with no evidence of any unique social benefit while simultaneously allowing enormous amounts of lawlessness that cause massive harm.” Describing the population, he notes, “[a]s the bureaucracy expands, it employs larger and larger numbers of police officers, prosecutors, probation officers, defense attorneys, prison guards, contractors, and equipment manufacturers. People working in the system become dependent on its perpetuation for their livelihoods and even their

---

20 Two helpful recent symposia that include reflections on teaching in the criminal justice curriculum and pedagogical strategies include Symposium, Teaching Criminal Procedure, 60 ST. LOUIS U. L.J. 363 (2016) and Symposium, Ferguson and Its Impact on Legal Education, 65 J. LEGAL EDUC. 261 (2015).
22 Id.
24 Id. at 901.
identities.”25 I share Karakatsanis’ alarm regarding the large expanse of the criminal justice system but deploy the slightly different terms “penal bureaucrat” and “penal bureaucracy.” I use these categories for conceptually specific reasons.

First, my use of the terms “penal bureaucrat” and “penal bureaucracy,” is more normatively neutral. In this sense, the purpose of these terms is to describe two functions in the criminal justice system—indigent defense and prosecution—and the different trends occurring in these worlds as they relate to legal education. Make no mistake, both are implicated in our criminal justice system, as different Parts of the Article explain. However, at least for the purposes of this Article, I do not imagine the bureaucratic post itself (whether it be prosecutor or defense attorney) as inherently responsible for the penal status quo. I place responsibility on the people occupying these fraught posts. That distinction is integral for thinking about possibilities for change and leaves room for the reform-minded students and real-time attorneys interested in upending our criminal justice system.

Second, my use of the terms “penal bureaucrat” and “penal bureaucracy” is rooted in the social sciences, specifically in Michael Lipsky’s famous analysis of “street-level bureaucracies.”26 Lipsky helpfully defines these entities as public agencies that deliver services (e.g., legal aid, welfare departments) or allocate public sanctions (e.g., police, prosecution).27 Social scientists have built upon Lipsky’s idea and looked beyond street-level bureaucrats’ categorization as public servants. These scholars have examined how personal and professional identity influences these bureaucrats’ work.28 Celeste Watkins-Hayes’s book The New Welfare Bureaucrats, which inspires this Article’s title, is noteworthy here.29 Watkins-Hayes illustrates how professional identity and workplace dynamics interface with the race, class, and gender of welfare workers and recipients in ways that influence welfare administration.30 My use of the term “penal bureaucrat” speaks to these social and professional aspects of identity. The term also includes generational

25 Id.
27 Id.
30 Id. at 10-11.
dimensions and pays close attention to the legal education that helps form attorneys’ professional identities. This understanding of penal bureaucrats, I hope, can help shape how the legal profession thinks about the relationship between lawyers’ education and the operations of the criminal justice system.

I. THE SAME LEGAL PROBLEMS

This Part describes three longstanding issues in legal education and the legal profession that provide alternative ways of thinking about the criminal justice system's problems. It begins with an examination of the different ways scholars have described the inequality-producing features of legal education. The reproduction argument is typically associated with corporate law firms, but Section I.A explains how it applies to criminal legal practice. Section I.B discusses law school socialization, specifically the ways legal education promotes certain kinds of attitudinal dispositions toward law, in this instance criminal law, criminal procedure, and evidence. I show how legal education socializes students to think about these areas in narrow ways that do not fully reflect prosecutorial or indigent defense practice. This leaves students who choose these career paths unprepared. Part I concludes with a discussion on the demographic shape of indigent defense and prosecutorial offices. Empirical information about each is fairly slim. The relative unavailability of information, along with inattention to how future bureaucrats are socialized, provides some explanatory insights into how criminal legal education reproduces the status quo.

A. Criminal Legal Education and the Reproduction of Hierarchy

Social scientists have spent decades writing about how schools and education systems reproduce the social order. The nature of this reproduction is multi-dimensional and spans the educational gamut. Young boys and girls learn about gender divisions and sex identity through seemingly mundane activities such as restroom use, teasing, and play. Racial

---

31 See, e.g., MICHAEL W. APPLE, EDUCATION AND POWER 9 (2d ed. 2012) (exploring the role that schools play in “reproducing a stratified social order” marked by “domination and exploitation”); PIERRE BOURDIEU & JEAN-CLAUDE PASSERON, REPRODUCTION IN EDUCATION, SOCIETY AND CULTURE 5 (1990 ed.) (analyzing the symbolic violence of education institutions which “reproduce the cultural arbitrary of the dominant”); MICHAEL W. APPLE, IDEOLOGY AND CURRICULUM 4 (4th ed. 2019) (“Our social concepts . . . are totally prefigured or predicated upon a pre-existing set of economic conditions that control cultural activity, including everything in schools.”); PIERRE BOURDIEU, DISTINCTION: A SOCIAL CRITIQUE OF THE JUDGEMENT OF TASTE 23 (Richard Nice trans., 1979) (describing schools as a method of building and transferring the academic and cultural capital of the elite).

lessons are conveyed through curricular choices as well as practices of punishment. From elementary to high school, residential segregation produces a range of inequalities that ultimately shape who goes to college and where they choose to enroll. From Ivy League schools to politically embattled for-profit colleges, higher education—the presumed bastion of social mobility—is freighted by a high wire act of accommodating accumulated advantage and entrenched inequalities. Schools of all levels do supply their students with knowledge—some basic and some technical. But educational systems also inculcate their students with middle-class value systems in preparation for an economically and socially stratified society.

Legal education is not immunized from reproduction analyses. Duncan Kennedy lodged a scathing critique almost forty years ago and scholarship on the legal profession has had to contend with it since. For the uninitiated, unfamiliar, or misremembered, the gist of Kennedy’s argument is this: the seminal first-year courses of law schools are indoctrination factories that teach students the mystified skill of legal reasoning but do so in ways that are detached from actual lawyering as well as pressing policy problems. In doing so, law schools endow students with a set of political attitudes that naturalize inequality and prepare them to be foot soldiers in the legal order—primarily in private sector law firms, but also in the other spheres of the legal profession. Since Kennedy’s critique, scholars have offered slightly more

33 See AMANDA E. LEWIS, RACE IN THE SCHOOLYARD: NEGOTIATING THE COLOR LINE IN CLASSROOMS AND COMMUNITIES 4, 8 (2003) (depicting how race and racial inequality are reproduced in quotidian social interactions at school through an ethnographic study of three schools in Southern California).

34 See MEGAN M. HOLLAND, DIVERGENT PATHS TO COLLEGE: RACE, CLASS, AND INEQUALITY IN HIGH SCHOOLS 17-38 (2019) (detailing the influence of racial segregation and its effects on aspirations to go to college and on the cultural knowledge necessary to navigate the application process); ANN L. MULLEN, DEGREES OF INEQUALITY: CULTURE, CLASS, AND GENDER IN AMERICAN HIGHER EDUCATION 74-78 (2012) (highlighting the various reasons students gave for applying to and matriculating at Yale University, including family encouragement and exposure to professional occupations from a young age); ANNETTE LAREAU, UNEQUAL CHILDHOODS: CLASS, RACE, AND FAMILY LIFE 3 (2d ed. 2011) (using intensive observational research of families to document the "largely invisible but powerful ways that parents’ social class impacts children’s life experiences").

35 ANTHONY ABRAHAM JACK, THE PRIVILEGED POOR: HOW ELITE COLLEGES ARE FAILING DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS 23 (2019) (detailing the way elite universities “bend over backward to admit disadvantaged students” while simultaneously “maintain[ing] policies that not only remind those students of their disadvantage, but even serve to highlight it”); JENNIFER M. MORTON, MOVING UP WITHOUT LOSING YOUR WAY: THE ETHICAL COSTS OF UPWARD MOBILITY 8 (2019) (describing the ethical costs facing low-income students who strive for a better life through post-secondary education, including loss of relationships with self, family, and community).


37 Id. at 595-610.
nuanced and less polemical takes on legal education.38 Still, the basic premise about law school’s inequality-producing features remains.

Investigations into law schools’ reproductive qualities have also brought more granular approaches to race and gender. Lani Guinier and her colleagues describe how the male-oriented nature of legal education denigrates women and can have career-defining effects by influencing their academic performance (and ultimately determining things like who gets on law review, receives clerkships, and graduates at the top of the class).39 Wendy Leo Moore’s ethnographic study of law schools, unambiguously titled, Reproducing Racism, details how legal education reproduces ideas of white superiority by focusing on racially subtle messages that emerge from the plastering of white alumni across law school buildings, as well as the more obvious sites such as classroom discussions and pedagogy.40 Class bias also lurks in the background of legal education. A handful of scholars highlight how most law schools draw their faculty from the same small pool of elite law schools, which leads to a socioeconomically homogenous professoriate that is insensitive to social stratification in their teaching.41 The conclusion that one is left with based on these texts, related scholarly literature, and a cottage industry of

38 For one particularly thoughtful take, see Lucille A. Jewel, Bourdieu and American Legal Education: How Law Schools Reproduce Social Stratification and Class Hierarchy, 56 BUFF. L. REV. 1155, 1173-1201 (2008).

39 See GUINIER ET AL., supra note 2, at 27-77 (describing the gendered performance differential in elite law schools and its lifelong material consequences for women who struggle to assimilate); see also Sari Bashi & Maryana Iskander, Why Legal Education is Failing Women, 18 YALE J. L. & FEMINISM 389, 403 (2006) (discussing how men “dominate class discussions” and “use their classroom experiences as a springboard for building academically and professionally rewarding relationships with faculty members” while noting that “[d]iminished or less effective classroom participation by women . . . [contributes to] diminished or less effective out-of-class interactions between faculty members and female students”).

40 MOORE, supra note 13, at 37-38, 42-44, 49-62.

41 See Jewel, supra note 38, at 1197 (“The American legal profession has long been viewed as occupying the cultural and social space of the aristocracy.”); Milan Markovic, The Law Professor Pipeline, 92 TEMP. L. REV. 813, 815 (2020) (describing how new law professors are drawn primarily from the most elite private colleges that serve the wealthiest segments of society); Eric J. Segall & Adam Feldman, The Elite Teaching the Elite: Who Gets Hired by the Top Law Schools?, 68 J. LEGAL EDUC. 614, 618 (2019) (finding that eighty percent of the faculty in the top twenty-five law schools went to a top ten law school); Eli Wald, Serfdom Without Overlords: Lawyers and the Fight Against Class Inequality, 54 U. LOUISVILLE L. REV. 269, 298 (2016) (“[L]aw schools] exclusively retain faculty from privileged backgrounds.”); Michael J. Higdon, A Place in the Academy: Law Faculty Hiring and Socioeconomic Bias, 87 ST. JOHN’S L. REV. 171, 175 (2013) (noting that “students who attend top-tier law schools are overwhelmingly representative of the elite socioeconomic class” and arguing that “hiring faculty members from primarily those ranks undermines a law school’s ability to achieve socioeconomic diversity on its faculty and instead helps perpetuate a class-based monopoly within the legal academy to the detriment of all involved”); Jeffrey L. Harrison, Confess’n the Blues: Some Thoughts on Class Bias in Law School Hiring, 42 J. LEGAL EDUC. 119, 119-20 (1992) (suggesting that “people with working-class backgrounds” are not found in legal academia and describing the class bias in the legal professoriate).
autobiographical takes on legal education is this: law schools do not have clean hands when it comes to the production of social inequality.42

Yet much of the relevant legal scholarship on the reproduction of hierarchy focuses on legal practice more generally or is specific to the private sector, but is rarely applied to criminal practice (e.g., prosecution and criminal defense). Since private law constitutes the lion’s share of work graduates go into,43 this particularized focus makes sense. But this begs the question: what does the reproduction of hierarchy look like in the world of criminal justice? Available literature allows us to make some reasonable inferences. Put simply, a wide range of scholarship suggests that legal education contributes to our penal status quo through its poor handling of race, poverty, and gender issues in the criminal justice curriculum. This poor handling occurs through omission, lack of attention to these categories, and in some instances, outright fumbling.

Evidence law is arguably the least scrutinized of the three core criminal justice courses when it comes to questions of pedagogy. Still, there have been longstanding critiques around the subject’s treatment of gender.44 The

---


existence of rape shield laws, marital privilege, and issues tied to domestic violence and rape trauma have made it so that at a bare minimum, gender surfaces in evidence courses, but assumptions remain. 45 Catharine MacKinnon’s argument that gender should be “mainstreamed” and brought to the fore of evidence courses captures some of the elisions that evidence students may miss. MacKinnon objects to the flattening of social categories like gender. How much does evidence law “ignore how inequality constructs reliability,” she questions. 46 She also asks how much evidence law “assume[s] a uniformity of experience” that conditions of inequality actually refute. 47 Shining light on more omissions and conflations that likely filter into teaching, evidence scholars have discussed the lack of attention to race. 48 As Jasmine Gonzales Rose explains, “[m]ost judges, lawyers, and scholars appear to assume that . . . evidence law is facially race-neutral” and that “it applies equally to all persons irrespective of race . . . .” 49 Of particular concern here are the ways in which race filters through ideas about character evidence 50 and evidentiary credibility. 51 Also relevant are the intersectional oversights of an adoptive admission rule that ignores the role silence plays in non-white communities; 52 the uncritical use of prior convictions notwithstanding a
demonstrably biased and flawed criminal justice system; and the variety of ways race creeps into evidentiary considerations. The inattention to race and gender in evidence law can lead to the reasonable conclusion that future criminal lawyers are leaving law school with incomplete understandings of how some fundamental evidentiary concepts can play out in practice.

The reproduction of inequality also occurs through the omission of important topics in classroom discussions and in the casebooks that are the primary educational tools for students. Scholars have highlighted this problem in criminal law and procedure. Feminist scholars identified the issues of sex bias in criminal law teaching in the late 1980s and 1990s, and though gender operates somewhat differently in these courses now, teaching sexual assault and rape still remains a challenge, as some instructors have refused to teach it out of fear, discomfort, or disinterest. While some of that reluctance is understandable, Jeannie Suk Gersen’s observation is instructive: not teaching sexual assault remarginalizes a topic that was once considered unimportant. Such non-teaching may unwittingly (or purposely) reproduce a status quo where sexual violence is not taken seriously. Other omissions

and ethnicity influence silence and equivocation); Mikah K. Story Thompson, *Methinks the Lady Doth Protest Too Little: Reassessing the Probative Value of Silence*, 47 U. LOUISVILLE L. REV. 21, 41 (2008) ("[Racial] differences in perceptions of the police may explain why some arrestees choose to remain silent. If arrestees believe they will receive unfair treatment regardless of what they say, or if arrestees believe the police have already decided their guilt, they may conclude that silence is their best option.").

53 Montré D. Carodine, “The Mis-Characterization of the Negro”: A Race Critique of the Prior Conviction Impeachment Rule, 84 IND. L.J. 521, 526-27 (2009) (contending that the use of prior convictions in evidence law is inherently unreliable due to (heavily substantiated) racial bias in the criminal justice system, that the practice ultimately imposes a “black tax” on black defendants, and that prior convictions fit into the category of hearsay).

54 Bennett Capers, *Evidence Without Rules*, 94 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 867, 874-93 (2018) (describing how issues like dress, demeanor, and race go underregulated by the Rules of Evidence, are unchecked by evidentiary gatekeepers, and are ultimately used by factfinders in their determinations of guilt).


56 See Jeannie Suk Gersen, *The Socratic Method in the Age of Trauma*, 130 HARV. L. REV. 2320, 2340 (2017) ("[S]ubjects regarding sexuality that were once marginalized from the curriculum because of their perceived unimportance are at risk of being remarginalized because of their perceived weight."). Cf. Susan Estrich, *Rape*, 95 YALE L.J. 1087, 1089 (1986) (candidly discussing these topics from the author’s personal experience).

57 Gersen, *supra* note 56.
abound. Alice Ristroph’s recent work on the history and development of criminal law casebooks are especially trenchant. Lamenting the “procarceral” messages in substantive criminal law casebooks, Professor Ristroph catalogs the non-inclusion of gun and drug possession crimes that contributed to mass incarceration. Frank Zimring similarly does not mince words and contends that academic criminal law is “irrelevant” because of its failure to meaningfully address “the important policy discourses of the modern age,” which he describes as “the sevenfold growth in the incarcerated population that happened after 1972 . . . and the massive ‘war on drugs’ that exploded in the United States between 1985 and 1995.”

Reviewing several criminal procedure casebooks, Judge Stephanos Bibas has explained how there are “few materials on race, politics, or drugs, beyond the occasional doctrinal subsection.” For Judge Bibas, omissions of race, politics, and drugs are crucial since these factors influence how legislators define what is a crime, how law enforcement polices regulate criminal behavior, and how prosecutors enforce criminal laws. The “sophisticated interplay of politics, race, and doctrine,” he argues, “teaches students far more about the real world than a simple presentation of the selective-prosecution doctrine would.” Ronald Wright and Kay Levine likely agree. They have argued that “[t]he criminal-law curriculum tends to have fairly anemic offerings about the criminal justice system itself.” Professors Wright and Levine also rightfully point out that many law schools fail to offer courses that “expose students to structural concerns . . . or invite students to take a hard look at empirical data about crime rates, incarceration rates, and the intersections of race, poverty, and crime.” The inattention to questions about race, poverty, and politics is particularly striking since these are issues that criminal justice scholars have identified as being at the center of our penal status quo. Ultimately, empirical, theoretical, and descriptive takes on

58 See generally Ristroph, Curriculum, supra note 7; Ristroph, Intellectual History, supra note 14.
59 Ristroph, Curriculum, supra note 7, at 1669-70.
62 Id. at 806-07.
63 Id. at 810.
65 Id.; see also Catherine M. Grosso and Barbara O’Brien, Grounding Criminal Procedure, 20 J. GENDER, RACE & JUST. 53, 55 (2017) (examining leading criminal procedure casebooks and finding that “discussions of race or racism [were] overwhelmingly absent from the cases”).
66 See, e.g., BARKOW, PRISONERS OF POLITICS, supra note 4, at 8, 11 (examining the ways in which the criminal justice system has been rooted in politics and urging “agencies to demonstrate that their policies are cost–benefit justified and represent the best options for achieving public
legal education lead one to the reasonable inference that law schools are important sites for the consideration of criminal justice inequality.

B. Law School Socialization

Whereas the reproduction thesis is premised on the idea that law schools reflect and replicate some of the larger problems in American society, law school socialization focuses on the ways in which legal education promotes certain kinds of attitudinal dispositions toward law.67 As a threshold matter, socialization is often examined through the lens of “public interest drift,” which posits that law students begin their legal education with public interest commitments but are socialized into valuing the economic incentives that come with working in the higher paying private sector.68 As it relates to this Article’s discussion on the reproduction of criminal justice inequality, public interest drift is important to the extent that it is likely siphoning students away from indigent defense and prosecutorial work. But scholars have applied pressure to the idea of public interest drift, and perhaps more crucially, the thesis tells us less about what happens to the students who do decide to enter the penal bureaucracy.69

More relevantly, law schools reproduce the penal status quo by socializing students into understanding law primarily as a science that is superordinate to social, political, economic concerns—particularly as it relates to marginalized groups.70 Such extra-legal concerns about marginalized groups

67 See Gregory J. Rathjen, The Impact of Legal Education on the Beliefs, Attitudes and Values of Law Students, 44 TENN. L. REV. 85, 118 (1976) (finding that law school experiences have an “indirect effect” on views of Supreme Court policy and women in the legal profession).

68 See id. at 93 (arguing that legal education socializes students toward an entrepreneurial model as opposed to a social welfare model); see also Susan Ann Kay, Socializing the Future Elite: The Nonimpact of Law School, 59 SOC. SCI. Q. 347, 350 (1978) (noting a decline in law students who may be classified as “social welfaris[!]” over three years of coursework).


70 The idea of law as a science is hardly new and a byproduct of the pedagogical design of law school, particularly the first-year—but also for doctrinal—courses. See Thomas C. Grey, Langdell's
are not absent from legal education in toto; law schools typically supply some combination of clinical offerings, elective courses, programming, and affinity groups for students interested in getting a deeper understanding of legal inequality.71 These are all powerful and necessary learning opportunities. But they are also educational adjuncts that are subject to self-selection, competition with other demands on time, and of course, availability. These educational supplements are not part of the core first year classes (with the notable exception of criminal law). Although these educational adjuncts are akin to evidence and criminal procedure in that they are often not required, they are also not bar courses that students often feel pressure to take and ultimately enroll in.72

Looking inside the core courses, law school socialization often encourages students to think in ways that are unemotional and detached from pressing social problems.73 Elizabeth Mertz has detailed this dynamic in her innovative empirical study of eight law schools that examined the frequency and duration of classroom speech.74 Professor Mertz found that legal education provides students with a distinctive legal world view but that it also precludes important social and political discussions that ultimately disserve the public.75

They learn how to “think like a lawyer,” which is generally understood as

---

71 See, e.g., Course Finder: Browse Courses, PENN LAW, https://goat.law.upenn.edu/cf/coursefinder/browse [https://perma.cc/2JLN-JFXZ].

72 See James E. Moliterno, The Future of Legal Education Reform, 40 PEPP. L. REV. 423, 433-34 (2013) (“Students, depending on their level of insecurity, feel a need to fill up their schedules with as many bar courses as possible. Law schools feel a corresponding obligation to offer as many bar courses as possible.”); Society of American Law Teachers Statement on the Bar Exam: July 2002, 52 J. LEGAL EDUC. 446, 449 (2002) (“From the moment they enter law school through graduation, students realize that unless they pass the bar examination, their substantial financial commitment and their years of hard work will be wasted. As a result, many students concentrate on learning primarily what they need to know in order to pass the bar exam, which often translates into high student attendance in courses that address the substantive law tested on the bar examination and reduced participation in . . . courses such as environmental law, poverty law, civil rights litigation, law and economics, and race and the law. As a result, the students fail to fully engage in a law school experience that will give them both the practical skills and the jurisprudential perspective that will make them better lawyers.”).

73 RIAZ TEJANI, LAW MART: JUSTICE, ACCESS, AND FOR-PROFIT LAW SCHOOLS 209-10 (2017) (“Law school teaching in the United States has long separated justice and morality . . . . Though work prosecuting and defending criminal suspects, or litigating against negligent corporations, undeniably implicates questions of right and wrong or good and bad, the pedagogy producing these vocations submerges those binaries beneath rules and processes.”).

74 See MERTZ, supra note 5, at 4 (presenting a study of “the epistemology and process of legal training” which entailed an analysis of classroom interactions during Contracts courses at eight law schools).

75 See id. at 5 (discussing the tendency of law school to place disproportionate emphasis on legal doctrine and textual interpretation while downplaying the importance of social and cultural contexts).
gaining an analytic ability that legal professionals uniquely possess (e.g., understanding doctrine, proof, reasonableness, intent). But “thinking like a lawyer” is often not understood as a cultural form of thinking that can rest on unproven assumptions, has its own biases, and in some instances, disregards other forms of reasoning and information that might help resolve legal problems.

The “detached mastery” of legal education aggressively focuses on logical and analytical reasoning while denying the more dynamic and interpersonal dimensions of criminal justice matters. This detachment communicates several messages that are relevant to this Article’s inquiry: primarily, that interdisciplinarity, along with legal understandings, of racism, sexism, and poverty “can be developed on their own, easily picked up in practice, or are simply not as demanding or significant in the development of foundational expertise for lawyers.” Learning to think like a lawyer in these ways can lead students to be unaware of the legally specific ways various “isms” and “phobias” crop up in criminal justice administration. To the extent that students have their own understandings of social justice, this form of thinking like a lawyer can lead them to overdetermine how race, poverty, and sexism operate in our system of punishment. In this iteration, students over-assign value to these categories or suggest that they operate everywhere because their ideas have not been battle tested by professors and student colleagues.

Law schools also socialize their students into understanding their learning experiences through a host of tiered binaries: law vs. policy, skills vs. knowledge, and process vs. substance. These categories can be conceptually appropriate and pedagogically convenient but have consequences for future penal bureaucrats’ professional development. First, in legal education, the “policy implications” of law are commonly ignored or understood as marginal. Contrary to basic principles of bureaucracy theory, law students are socialized into understanding indigent defense and prosecution simply as the practice of law and not as significant sites of criminal justice

76 Id. at 97-98.
77 Id.
79 Id.; see also Deborah L. Rhode, Legal Education: Professional Interests and Public Values, 34 IND. L. REV. 23-33 (2000) (observing how race, gender, ethnicity, and sexual orientation are often “tacked on as curricular afterthoughts—as brief digressions from the ‘real’ subject”).
80 See YOUNG, supra note 42, at 235 (noting that sometimes law professors discuss history and policy implications but noting that, “nine times out of ten,” those insights won’t be helpful on the grade-determining final exam and advising students preparing for finals that, “[u]nless a stack of sample answers tells a different story, assume that come grading time, your policy-analyzing, theory-discussing, poetic-waxing professor will turn into a lean, mean, lawyerly grading machine”).
Indeed, this is why the progressive prosecution and indigent defense reform described in Part II has appeal with law students. Yet it is not clear that these conversations have permeated the walls of core criminal justice classes. Socializing students into understanding the legal system through a law–policy lens minimizes the roles prosecutors increasingly play in criminal justice governance. This divide also obscures how the contemporary travails of indigent defense organizations are byproducts of legislative stinginess and a conservative jurisprudential landscape.

Legal education also insists on a substance–process binary that further partitions how students understand the criminal justice system. The division between criminal law and criminal procedure best illustrates the substance/process distinction. This division is rooted in legitimate differences between the two fields in terms of objectives, the sources of law they emanate from, and the sheer amount of content in both fields. But these differences need not be determinative. In fact, they are arguably impractical. Still, this division shapes the legal education of future public defenders and prosecutors. To the extent that questions of race and poverty do emerge in the criminal justice curriculum, they are understood as procedural matters—byproducts of the Warren Court’s Due Process revolution and its legacy.

Some of these issues include police contact with citizens, the right to counsel,

81 See Ristroph, Curriculum, supra note 7, at 1701 (arguing that such distinctions “gravely distort[,] our understanding of criminal law”); see also Ristroph, Intellectual History, supra note 14, at 1978 (“At most American law schools, substantive criminal law is a required first-year course, and judging by the casebooks in use, students are still taught that the substance of criminal law resides in judicial opinions and statutes, not the decisions of enforcement officials such as police and prosecutors.”).

82 Ronald F. Wright, Parity of Resources for Defense Counsel and the Reach of Public Choice Theory, 90 IOWA L. REV. 219, 22 (2004) (although state and local governments periodically revisit the question and reluctantly decide to increase funding, it is more common for them to search for methods to “control the costs” of indigent defense” (internal quotation marks omitted)); Shaun Ossei-Owusu, The Sixth Amendment Façade: The Racial Evolution of the Right to Counsel, 167 U. PA. L. REV. 1161, 1211–29 (2019) (discussing right to counsel jurisprudence since the 1970s).

83 These distinctions do not match up neatly with criminal practice, which certainly emphasizes one more than the other, but requires an integrated understanding of both. Moreover, to the extent that producing “bar-ready” or “practice-ready” attorneys is a law school’s objective, the bifurcation of criminal law and procedure (and sometimes trifurcation, with criminal procedure being split into courses on investigation and adjudication) raises efficiency questions since the bar exam crams all these fields into one section of twenty-five questions—the same as evidence, civil procedure, torts, and other core courses. My purpose is not to advocate for the consolidation of these fields, but to denaturalize these distinctions and begin to gesture toward what they mean for students. See Preparing for the MBE, NAT’L CONFS. BAR EXAMS, Error! Hyperlink reference not valid.https://www.ncbex.org/exams/mbe/preparing [https://perma.cc/UT53H-ZK63] (outlining the format, scope, and subject-matter coverage of the Multistate Bar Examination).

prosecutorial discretion, and sentencing. But it is important to pause and reiterate here that robust conversations about race and poverty, as observed by criminal procedure scholars and noted in the previous subsection, are sparse in corresponding casebooks. Assuming the criminal justice curriculum attends to race and poverty, criminal procedure is the main event. This focus underappreciates how substantive criminal law—what and how we punish—is not just influenced by abstract theories of punishment—but by a long and empirically demonstrated history of racial subjugation and poverty management. Ultimately, criminal legal education socializes students into having uneven or incomplete understandings of the ways race and poverty animate the criminal justice system. To the extent that more sophisticated understandings are sought, they must come autodidactically, through elective education, or through public defender and prosecutor offices that may engage in relevant training.

The theory–skills binary varies by school but can have the effect of socializing students often into privileging one over the other at the expense


86 See infra notes 248–251 (observing that public defender and prosecutors’ offices should aim to hire interns that have a more holistic understanding of criminal legal curriculum).}
of a more integrated legal education.\textsuperscript{87} Most crudely, elite law schools often emphasize theory in core courses.\textsuperscript{88} But this focus on theory is relatively light and concerned with black letter law and legal doctrine, leaving less space for meaningful conversations about law's relationship to power, bias, poverty, and other inputs that determine criminal justice outcomes.\textsuperscript{89} Tragically, by the end of their legal education, students are not fully equipped to “describe and critique the political and economic theories underlying various legal arrangements.”\textsuperscript{90} Riaz Tejani’s study of for-profit legal education describes what happens on the other end of the elitism spectrum. Professor Tejani shows how economic pressures can lead some law schools to focus on skills development.\textsuperscript{91} This focus on skills is premised on producing “practice-ready” attorneys, but often eclipses knowledge acquisition and the public policy deliberation.\textsuperscript{92}

At law schools across the spectrum, the theory/skills divide is prominent.\textsuperscript{93} The criminal justice curriculum’s theoretical focus on litigation does not comport with the practice reality that ninety-five percent of criminal cases are resolved before trial and fails to provide students with the skills necessary to be better problem-solvers and negotiators.\textsuperscript{94}

Law school socialization produces future public defenders and prosecutors who are poised to understand the core areas of the criminal justice curriculum

\textsuperscript{87} See Lucille A. Jewel, Oil and Water: How Legal Education’s Doctrine and Skills Divide Reproduces Toxic Hierarchies, 31 COLUM. J. GENDER & L. 111, 111 (2015) (“The doctrine–skills dichotomy is responsible for reinforcing class, gender, and race segmentation in legal education, which limits the quality of instruction that law schools can provide and abets the reproduction of existing power relations in the legal profession and society at large.”).

\textsuperscript{88} In different criticisms levied on elite law schools, Judge Harry Edwards and Judge Richard Posner have both argued that legal education and scholarship are hopelessly detached from the problems of the legal profession. See Richard A. Posner, Divergent Paths: The Academy and the Judiciary to (2016) (observing that many faculty members at elite law schools “have little experience in the practice of law”); Harry T. Edwards, The Growing Disjunction Between Legal Education and the Legal Profession, 91 Mich. L. Rev. 34, 34 (1992) (expressing concern over the growing disconnect between legal education and the legal profession).

\textsuperscript{89} See López, supra note 21, at 326 (“[L]egal education . . . religiously avoids theory.”).

\textsuperscript{90} Id.

\textsuperscript{91} TEJANI, supra note 73, at 210-11.

\textsuperscript{92} Id. at 214 (quotation marks omitted).

\textsuperscript{93} Nancy B. Rapoport, Changing the Modal Law School: Rethinking U.S. Legal Education in (Most) Schools, 116 PENN ST. L. REV. 1119, 1124 (2012) (categorizing law schools into three groups: elite, modal (which occur the most frequently), and precarious law schools).

\textsuperscript{94} Wright & Levine, supra note 64, at 1124-25 (“Most of the current curriculum touching on criminal topics asks the students to picture themselves in litigation contexts such as trials, hearings on pretrial motions, and sentencing hearings. Competitions and simulation exercises usually arise in litigation contexts. But litigation skills courses and competitions do not adequately prepare a student for real practice in U.S. criminal courts, where approximately 95% of criminal cases are resolved short of trial . . . . A more relevant legal education would include workshops on negotiating strategies or judgment exercises, along with clinical experiences that allow students to observe and participate in the resolution of real cases.”).
mechanistically and in ways that do not approximate the penal bureaucracy that they enter. It is no wonder why one prosecutor complained, “[p]ractically speaking, my law degree . . . was worth about as much as ballet lessons . . . when I started out.” It also makes sense that graduating law students sometimes “feel like they are left holding a Costco-sized-receipt-cum-diploma for a mediocre learning experience.” To be sure, the technical focus in criminal legal education is not inherently bankrupt. The criminal justice curriculum is replete with rules, tests, exceptions, defenses, and doctrinal landmarks that students need to know to have a basic understanding of this area of law. But socializing students to understand criminal justice issues within narrow legal frameworks comes with costs that are borne when penal bureaucrats move to practice. Accordingly, scholars have suggested that reform prosecutors and indigent defense offices focus on broader attorney comprehension of penal bureaucracy in their recruitment and training, and it is unsurprising that some offices have heeded that call.

C. Demographics

Who is socialized into reproducing the criminal justice status quo? This subsection describes how sluggish diversification has hampered the attorney ranks of the penal bureaucracy. Legal profession scholars have long paid attention to the demographics of the bar, yet they and criminal justice scholars underappreciate how the social composition of prosecutors and public defender offices may shape penal outcomes. As a general matter, no clearinghouse collects consistent data on the race or gender of lawyers who work in these fields. This is a stark difference from the granular data available about attorneys in the private sector as well as robust information available about criminal offenders and police departments. In any event,

95 Id. at 1125 (quotations omitted).
97 See infra notes 248–251.
99 See David Alan Sklansky, Unpacking the Relationship Between Prosecutors and Democracy in the United States, in PROSECUTORS AND DEMOCRACY: A CROSS-NATIONAL STUDY 296 (Máximo Langer & David Alan Sklansky eds., 2017) [hereinafter Sklansky, Prosecutors and Democracy] (“The
available data—mostly samples, qualitative studies, and anecdotal accounts—allow for a provisional composite of penal bureaucrats.

American prosecutorial offices are unrepresentative of the general population. The United States is the only country in the world where chief prosecutors are elected, and this practice applies to “[a]bout [85%] of prosecutors in the state system.”100 In 2019, 95% of chief prosecutors were white, and approximately 75% of them were white men.101 The proportion of women has climbed up from 18% to 24% between 2015 and 2019, and the number of women of color increased from 1% to 2% during that time period.102 Of course, many parts of the country are predominantly white, yet when one looks locally at counties where minorities constitute 50-60% of the population, there is only a modest improvement as approximately 80% of elected prosecutors there are white.103 Data on the line attorneys and supervisors who work under elected prosecutors are rare. Some local studies lead to similar conclusions in the context of race and suggest that gender representation is better in these ranks.104 The Stanford Criminal Justice Center’s study on prosecutors in California, often considered to be the most diverse state in the country, found that 9% of prosecutors in the state were Latinx, even though this group comprised nearly 39% of the population.105 Although women fared better (more representatively comprising 48% of the prosecutorial population), white attorneys still dominated and made up nearly 70% of California prosecutors, though only about 39% of the state population.106 The nine-office study of prosecutors’ offices conducted by Ronald Wright, Kay Levine, and Marc Miller consisted of a prosecutorial population of 58% women and 16% minorities.107 The portrait that emerges available statistics on the demographics of American prosecutors are paltry compared to those that are available on the police—and that have been available for decades.

---

102 Id. at 2.
103 Kate Stohr & Deirdra Funcheon, America’s Prosecutor Problem, FUSION (Dec. 29, 2016), available at Clean Up City of St. Augustine, Florida, https://cleanupcityofstaugustine.blogspot.com/2016/12/fusion-few-things-whiter-than-americas.html [https://perma.cc/SE4J-BSM5]. Moreover, consider the following states minority populations in relation to the number of minority elected prosecutors: California (63%/10%); Texas (58%/13%); Maryland (49%/19%); Florida (46%/10%); New York (45%/5%); Arizona (45%/6%). REFLECTIVE DEMOCRACY CAMPAIGN, supra note 101, at 4.
105 Id. at 10.
106 Id. at 13.
from prosecutorial offices is one that is predominantly white-led, with more diverse, but still relatively unrepresentative rank and file. The few empirical studies on race and gender in prosecutorial offices indicate that both categories matter,¹⁰⁸ but this demographic point is rarely connected to the educational background and profiles of prosecutors. Importantly, the purpose here is not to lay the blame for our penal status quo on prosecutors. That work has been effectively done elsewhere.¹⁰⁹ Moreover, although the sheer unrepresentativeness of prosecutorial offices can lead to the easy conclusion that white prosecutors are one source of our criminal justice woes, that interpretation would be valid, but incomplete. The many controversies involving prosecutors of color demonstrate that the implications of prosecutorial diversity are far from straightforward.¹¹⁰ What

¹⁰⁸ Amy Farrell, Geoff Ward & Danielle Rousseau, Race Effects of Representation Among Federal Court Workers: Does Black Workforce Representation Reduce Sentencing Disparities?, 623 ANNALS AM. ACAD. POL. & SOC. SCI. 121, 131 (2009) (finding more equitable racial outcomes in districts with more Black prosecutors); Ryan D. King, Kecia R. Johnson & Kelly McGeever, Demography of the Legal Profession and Racial Disparities in Sentencing, 44 LAW & SOC’Y REV. 1, 24 (2010) (finding that racial disparities in sentencing attenuate as the number of Black and Latinx attorneys in a county increases); Lisa Frohmann, Convictability and Discordant Locales: Reproducing Race, Class, and Gender Ideologies in Prosecutorial Decisionmaking, 31 LAW & SOC’Y REV. 531, 531 (1997) (highlighting, through an ethnographic study, how prosecutors reproduce race, class and gender ideologies in their decisionmaking); Stephanie Holmes Didwania, Gender-Based Favoritism Among Criminal Prosecutors 5 (manuscript on file with author) (finding that defendants are charged more leniently when they are the same gender as their prosecutor).


I am trying to draw attention to is a different way of thinking about how race and gender influence how these attorneys enter their fields. Prosecutors, mostly, but not exclusively white, enter the penal bureaucracy on a yearly basis after being socialized to understand the law in very narrow terms. When prosecutorial work and identity are understood through the lens of socialization and demographics, the mechanisms that lead these attorneys to reproduce inequality become clearer.

Indigent defense suffers from its own lack of diversity but often comes under less critical scrutiny because these attorneys are understood as being allies of people accused of crimes. But as scholars have explained, assumptions about race, gender, and class figure prominently in the provision of legal services.\textsuperscript{111} Again, the statistics here are fuzzy because there is no consistent collection of data on indigent defense attorneys.\textsuperscript{112} In any event, available studies suggest that racial minorities constitute between approximately 10-20% of that portion of the legal profession.\textsuperscript{113} Gender statistics are less clear. Some studies suggest that, like prosecution, men outnumber women in criminal defense somewhere between 4:1 and 2:1, but those examinations are less representative of the kinds of cases that populate the criminal justice

\textsuperscript{111} See generally ANDREA D. LYON, THE FEMININE SIXTH: WOMEN FOR THE DEFENSE (2018) (describing the gender-specific experiences of nine women defense attorneys); CYNTHIA SIEMSEN, EMOTIONAL TRIALS: THE MORAL DILEMMAS OF WOMEN CRIMINAL DEFENSE ATTORNEYS 3 (2004) (detailing “the social processes involved in an unexplored relationship between emotion and ideology” for women defense attorneys); Ossei-Owusu, supra note 82, at 1163 (noting “the instrumental role that race play[s] in the development of right to counsel jurisprudence”).

\textsuperscript{112} The Bureau of Justice Statistics last conducted its study of indigent defense more than a dozen years ago and that study dealt more with the organizational structure of indigent defense than it did questions of population. BUREAU JUST. STATS., U.S. DEPT. JUST., NCJ 234211, PROSECUTORS IN STATE COURTS, 2007 — STATISTICAL TABLES (2011). See also COMM’N ON WOMEN PRO., AM. BAR ASS’N, A CURRENT GLANCE AT WOMEN IN THE LAW (2018), https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/women/current_glance_2019.pdf [https://perma.cc/7KSZ-YK8X] (collecting information on women in the legal profession, private practice, as general counsel, law school deans, law students, on law review; in the judiciary, in state and federal judgeships, but not in public interest law or indigent defense).

\textsuperscript{113} See INST. FOR INCLUSION LEGAL PRO., IILP REVIEW 2019–2020: THE STATE OF DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION IN THE LEGAL PROFESSION 27 (2020) (finding that approximately nine percent of minorities in the classes of 2013, 2014, 2015, and 2016 entered public interest); 2018 REPORT ON DIVERSITY, supra note 98, at 9 (finding that approximately twenty percent of staff attorneys at law firms were minorities). Importantly, data on public interest lawyers often includes indigent defense, civil legal aid, and prosecution, which means that this dated information may under or overrepresent. See, e.g., Nat’l Ass’n L. Placement, Employment Patterns — 1992–2004, NALP BULLETIN (June 2006), https://www.nalp.org/2006unemploymentpatterns [https://perma.cc/KKH7-ZFKG] (disaggregating public interest from government and finding that 6.8% of minorities in the class of 2004 entered public interest jobs).
system. Other studies corroborate longstanding literature on gender segregation and women's work in the “pink ghetto” that is public interest law. The best information, a twelve-year longitudinal study conducted by The American Bar Foundation (ABF) and The National Association for Law Placement (NALP), found that women attorneys in the sample consistently and significantly outnumbered men. The meaning of these demographics is still unclear. The most favorable interpretation of available demographic information indicates that the indigent defense bar is slightly more diverse than its prosecutorial counterpart. A more skeptical vision suggests that there is not enough information or empirical interest in determining whether the indigent defense bar is an exception to a relatively unrepresentative legal profession.

The incomplete portrait of indigent defense chafes against a growing recognition by scholars and practitioners that race and gender matter in the provision of legal services. The most heavy-handed commentary has come from Rachael Rollins, a black woman who led the Suffolk County District Attorney Office, (which includes Boston), and is now the United States Attorney for the District of Massachusetts. In a discussion about the perceived shortcomings of indigent defense in Massachusetts and lack of racial diversity in the Committee for Public Counsel Services (the state public defender), Collins blasted, “Ask some of the criminal defendants who are incarcerated—is this a rainbow coalition of people who are representing

---

114 AD HOC COMM. TO REV. CRIM. JUST. ACT PROGRAM, 2017 REPORT OF THE AD HOC COMMITTEE TO REVIEW THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE ACT 180 (2018) (finding that 80% of federal panel attorneys working under the Criminal Justice Act were men and 20% were women); STEPHANIE A. SCHARF & ROBERTA D. LIEBENBERG, FIRST CHAIRS AT TRIAL: MORE WOMEN NEED SEATS AT THE TABLE 13 (2015) (finding that in criminal cases that include privately retained counsel at law firms, men represent 67% of attorneys while women constitute 33%).


116 The study was conducted in three waves. In Wave 1, 4.1% of respondents working legal services or public defender offices were women compared to 2% men. In Wave 2, 2.7% were women and 1% were men. In Wave 3, 3.5% were women and 2.3% were men. This figure included civil and criminal legal aid. AM. BAR FOUND. & NALP FOUND. FOR L. CAREER RESCH. AND EDUC., AFTER THE JD III: THIRD RESULTS FROM A NATIONAL STUDY OF LEGAL CAREERS 65 (2014).
these individuals?” She added, “I refuse to pretend like this is Thurgood Marshall and Martin Luther King are working for CPCS right now and running this operation.” Others have been a little more conceptually and empirically grounded. One study found that defense attorneys generally negotiate plea deals with higher sentences for black clients than they do white clients. Other commentators have pointed out how racial bias impacts people beyond the black/white binary. Theodore Eisenberg and Sheri Lynn Johnson used the Implicit Association Test and found evidence of implicit racial bias among black, white, and Asian American death penalty defense lawyers.

Andrea Lyon, who worked as the Chief of the Homicide Task Force in the Cook County Public Defender’s office, has noted that while working in the office she realized that liberals were not necessarily “good” on race issues and observed that “stereotypes and prejudice are problems for everyone,” including defense attorneys. Moving outside the bias framework, same-race attorney-defendant relationships (for example, black lawyer and black client) can cause minority attorneys to overidentify with their clients and have assumptions about the people they represent.

Gender matters in indigent defense as well. For defendants, gender can influence how counsel describes mental health problems (for example, male defendants have “anger issues” while female defendants suffer from co-
dependency, trauma, and anxiety).\textsuperscript{123} Gender is also deployed by defense attorneys to construct ideas about defendants’ deservingness of leniency (for example, their women clients are “good caretakers” and male defendants are “good providers”).\textsuperscript{124} Gender can influence how judges treat women attorneys,\textsuperscript{125} how juries interpret women’s courtroom performance and credibility,\textsuperscript{126} and shapes assumptions that they are clerks, interpreters, or secretaries and not lawyers—especially when it comes to women of color.\textsuperscript{127} Gender surfaces uniquely in cases involving sexual violence,\textsuperscript{128} which are sometimes actively avoided in the criminal justice curriculum,\textsuperscript{129} and influences the ineffectiveness assistance of counsel defendants who are domestic violence survivors receive.\textsuperscript{130} Laura Bazelon candidly describes how gender operates in the penal bureaucracy: “Sexism infects every kind of

\begin{itemize}
  \item [\textsuperscript{123}] Danielle M. Romain Dagenhardt, \textit{Observing Gender and Race Discourses in Probation Review Hearings}, 15 FEMINIST CRIMINOLOGY 492, 501 (2020) (“There were . . . gender differences in the ways mental health was used to frame a probationer’s actions and which illnesses or issues were mentioned.”).
  \item [\textsuperscript{124}] M. J. Gathings & Kylie Parrotta, \textit{The Use of Gendered Narratives in the Courtroom: Constructing an Identity Worthy of Leniency}, 42 J. OF CONTEMP. ETHNOGRAPHY 668, 675, 679 (2013) (noting “the portrayal of [male] defendants as good fathers and providers for their families” and judicial perceptions of female defendants “as wives, mothers, and caretakers as opposed to criminals”).
  \item [\textsuperscript{125}] Abbe Smith, \textit{Judges As Bullies}, 46 HOFSTRA L. REV. 253, 270 (2017) (“There is a persistent casual sexism in court in which male lawyers are taken more seriously than female lawyers. It is subtle but palpable . . .”).
  \item [\textsuperscript{126}] Mary Stewart Nelson, \textit{The Effect of Attorney Gender on Jury Perception and Decision-Making}, 28 LAW & PSYCH. REV. 177, 187 (2004) (“[A]n attorney’s presentation style and its fit with the attorney’s gender significantly affect the jury’s perception of the attorney and consequently the jury’s decision-making.”).
  \item [\textsuperscript{127}] See JILL L. CRUZ, MELINDA S. MOLINA & JENNY RIVERA, HISP. NAT’L BAR ASS’N COMM’N ON STATUS OF LATINAS LEGAL PRO., HISPANIC NATIONAL BAR ASSOCIATION COMMISSION ON THE STATUS OF LATINAS IN THE LEGAL PROFESSION: STUDY ON LATINA ATTORNEYS IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST SECTOR 49-50 (2010) (study of Latina attorneys where 74.2% indicated that they were mistaken for a translator, court reporter or another non-attorney in the workplace); see generally Maria Chávez, EVERYDAY INJUSTICE: LATINO PROFESSIONALS AND RACISM (2011) (describing the negative experiences of Latino lawyers in search of legitimacy, respect, and acceptance from their white colleagues).
  \item [\textsuperscript{128}] See PATRICIA YANCEY MARTIN, RAPE WORK: VICTIMS, GENDER, AND EMOTIONS IN ORGANIZATION AND COMMUNITY CONTEXT 60-64 (2005) (describing, through a qualitative study, a range of insights on public defenders that include: a lack of concern for victims of sex crimes, the belief that rape victims and battered women are no different from other victims, the belief that such victims receive better treatment, and the perceived need to inject ideas about sex during voir dire to obtain favorable outcomes).
  \item [\textsuperscript{129}] See supra note 56 and accompanying text.
  \item [\textsuperscript{130}] Sarah M. Buel, \textit{Effective Assistance of Counsel for Battered Women Defendants: A Normative Construct}, 26 HARV. WOMEN’S L.J. 217, 218 (2003) (discussing how battered women defendants receive ineffective assistance counsel because of attorneys’ failure to present relevant defense theories as well as the refusal of judges to apply the law).
\end{itemize}
courtroom encounter, from pretrial motions to closing arguments . . . .”\(^{131}\) Nevertheless, the dynamic ways that gender and race influence the provision of legal defense are not objects of inquiry in the criminal justice curriculum despite available scholarship that demonstrates their practical relevance.

Prosecutors and indigent defense attorneys occupy two different sides of the penal bureaucracy, but their demographic composition, along with circumscribed legal education, provides insight into the criminal justice system’s operation. It is no secret that diversity in the legal profession is an issue, but there is a related and arguably deeper issue of how future penal bureaucrats—irrespective of their race and gender—are socialized into understanding the relevance of these categories to their lawyering. The legal system tasks a relatively unrepresentative set of attorneys with prosecuting and representing criminal defendants in a world where race, gender, and poverty influence assumptions about crime as well as its regulation. In the courses that are central to their legal education, they are socialized to believe that these categories are either irrelevant or additive in ways that might be the case in some instances and not in others.\(^ {132}\) Curricular marginalization of these social categories, along with penal bureaucrats’ longstanding lack of introspection, are bad combinations for criminal defendants. Optimistically, there are some trends in the legal profession that have the potential to mitigate the demographic realities of the penal bureaucracy and its reproduction of inequality.

II. THE NEW PENAL BUREAUCRATS

This Part describes three significant trends in the legal profession that have the potential to mitigate some of the issues identified in Part I and reshape the American criminal justice system. The first development is the shifting generational composition of the legal profession, which has not been adequately addressed by criminal justice scholars. Indigent defense reform and the rise of “progressive prosecutors”—the two other developments discussed in this Part—have been cataloged by legal scholars but are often untethered to legal education. This Part briefly describes these three issues


\(^{132}\) See Ristroph, Curriculum, supra note 7, at 1682 (“Discussions of discretion, mass incarceration, and racial disparities appear too much like accessories added as afterthoughts—which, for the most part, they have been. That allows the unattractive aspects of contemporary criminal law to be seen as bugs, not features, or as newly discovered pathologies that may yet be excised with a still-better model penal code or the right constitutional decision from the Supreme Court.”) (footnotes omitted).
in an attempt to recast the scholarly discussion on lawyers who work in the penal bureaucracy.

A. Generational Change in the Legal Profession

Generational changes are reshaping how people think about our criminal justice system and have consequences for the legal profession despite being relatively under-thematized. To the extent that criminal justice discourse and legal scholarship focus on demographic markers of identity, race, class, and gender are the primary emphasis, whereas citizenship and sexual orientation have increasingly figured into these conversations.\textsuperscript{133} Scholars typically analyze age through the lenses of juvenile justice, the aging prison population, and/or the life-cycle of criminal offending.\textsuperscript{134} Unfortunately, meaningful interrogations about age are particularly tricky because they can quickly devolve into crude ageism. Young people, sometimes labeled “Generation Me, Me, Me,” get stereotyped as coddled, safe-space-needing social media addicts who have never had to engage in palpable political protest.\textsuperscript{135} On the other end, older cohorts get caricatured as boomer-splaining conservatives (irrespective of actual political party affiliation)\textsuperscript{136} who are responsible for our penal crisis as well as a host of other issues facing the country (e.g., the student loan crisis, climate change, and income inequality).\textsuperscript{137} These popular

\textsuperscript{133} For scholarship on sexual orientation and criminal justice, see generally KEVIN LEO YABUT NADAL, QUEERING LAW AND ORDER: LGBTQ COMMUNITIES AND THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM (2020); DEAN SPADE, NORMAL LIFE: ADMINISTRATIVE VIOLENCE, CRITICAL TRANS POLITICS, & THE LIMITS OF LAW (2015). For scholarship on immigration and criminal justice, see generally ROUTLEDGE HANDBOOK ON IMMIGRATION AND CRIME (Holly Ventura Miller & Anthony Peguero eds., 2019) and CESARCUAUHTEMOC GARCÍA HERNÁNDEZ, CRIMMIGRATION LAW (2d ed. 2021).


\textsuperscript{136} For a take on how “boomer-splaining” works in context, see CCBOhio, Let’s Just Stop Boomersplaining Politics to Millennials, DAILYKOS (Feb. 6, 2016, 2:45 PM), https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2016/2/6/1480395/-Let-s-just-stop-boomersplaining-politics-to-millenials.

\textsuperscript{137} Filipovic & Callan, supra note 135; Lyman Stone, The Boomers Ruined Everything, ATLANTIC (June 24, 2019), www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2019/06/boomers-are-blame-aging-america/592336 [https://perma.cc/9DDG-29GP]; Ben White, How the Baby Boomers Broke America, POLITICO (Oct. 26,
framings of age cohorts are unhelpful. The analysis offered in this subsection seeks to critically examine how generational change and intergenerational differences might have bearings on our criminal justice system.

Some descriptions of the different cohorts are in order. Baby Boomers were born between 1946 and 1964, and members of Generation X were born between 1965 and 1980.\(^\text{138}\) Generation Y, who are considered “Millennials,” follows: they were born between 1981 and 1996.\(^\text{139}\) Finally, people in Generation Z, also called “post-Millennials,” were born after 1997.\(^\text{140}\) Demographic data on law professors is notoriously challenging to get,\(^\text{141}\) but available studies suggest that most professors are either baby boomers or members of Generation X.\(^\text{142}\) Thus, it is relatively uncontroversial to say that most law professors who teach in the core criminal justice curriculum, save for early tenure-track instructors, are typically older than forty, with many in their fifties and sixties.\(^\text{143}\) On the other side of the classroom podium,

---


\(^{142}\) Elizabeth Mertz and her colleagues conducted a study of tenured law professors where approximately 90% of those sampled were in the age range of 40-69 (about 22% percent were age 40-49, nearly 40% were age 50-59, about 27% were age 60-69). ELIZABETH MERTZ, FRANCES TUNG, KATHERINE BARNES, WAMUCII NJOGU, MOLLY HEILER & JOANNE MARTIN, AFTER TENURE: POST-TENURE LAW PROFESSORS IN THE U.S. 16 (2011); Colleen Flaherty, The Aging Faculty, INSIDE HIGHER ED (Jan. 27, 2020), https://www.insidehighered.com/quicktakes/2020/01/27/aging-faculty [https://perma.cc/F62R-H8DM] (noting that the average age of tenured professors across universities is 49 and that 37% of academia is over the age of 55 compared to 23% of the general working population); Lynn Safranek & Marsha Feizer Nagorsky, The Law School's Young Faculty: Letting Their Ideas Do the Talking, U. CHI. L. SCH. (Mar. 18, 2010), https://www.law.uchicago.edu/news/law-schools-young-faculty-letting-their-ideas-do-talking [Error! Hyperlink reference not valid.].

\(^{143}\) Oluchi Mbonu, Anne McDonough & Daniel E. Ho, Budgeting Diversity, BOS. REV. (Aug. 5, 2020), www.bostonreview.net/class-inequality-race-gender-sexuality/daniel-e-ho-oluchi-mbonu-anne-mcdonough-budgeting-diversity [https://perma.cc/5FY6-77D5] (describing how amendments to the Age Discrimination in Employment Act, which eliminated mandatory retirement in higher education, have hampered diversity efforts in the professoriate and increased the percentage of
Millennials and post-Millennials comprise the bulk of students entering law schools on a yearly basis. Why might generational differences between professors and students matter for the criminal justice system? The observations of demographer William Frey are helpful here and worth quoting at length. Discussing the summer 2020 protests, Frey writes:

Even in the face of a dangerous pandemic, this brutal event prompted millions of young people from all racial groups to protest against not just the racist aspects of the criminal justice system, but the many dimensions of structural racism that have kept Black Americans from achieving the education, jobs, housing, and wealth that whites have long enjoyed. The fact that nearly two-fifths of millennials and Gen Z are Black and brown makes these issues deeply personal for them. The broad coalition of all races—including whites—in this movement suggests a joining of disparate interests toward making fundamental changes in racial justice.

Millennials and post-Millennials have different perspectives than their predecessors that influence how they think about punishment and inequality. These younger generations are more diverse than their predecessors. These cohorts came of age during a time where anti-discrimination principles—embodied in statutes like the Civil Rights Act, Fair Housing Act, Americans with Disability Act—were features of American life (even if contested). In addition to having been more likely to experience arrest (a finding that is exacerbated by race), Millennials uniquely support drug policy reform and decriminalizing sex work.

faculty over the age of seventy); Daniel E. Ho, Oluchi Mbonu & Anne McDonough, Mandatory Retirement and Age, Race, and Gender Diversity of University Faculties, 23 AM. L. ECON. REV. 100 (2021).

144 Christopher J. Ryan, Jr., Analyzing Law School Choice, 2020 U. ILL. L. REV. 583, 611 (explaining data from the Law School Choice Survey where respondents’ mean age ranged from 24 to 29 years old).


146 See Jonathan Simon, For a Human Rights Approach to Reforming the American Penal State, 11 J. HUM. RTS. PRAC. 346, 352 (2019) (describing the "political emergence of [Millennial] voters who have come of age during the crime decline of 1990s "and who appear to have quite different political responses to crime and to the penal state than their baby boomer elders”).

147 Fry & Parker, supra note 8.

148 COREY SEEMILLER & MEGHAN GRACE, GENERATION Z GOES TO COLLEGE 38 (2016).

149 Weaver et al., supra note 9, at 89 (“First, the members of the late-1990s cohort were much more likely to have contact with legal authorities than the 1979 cohort, even though the earlier cohort reported engaging in substantially more offending.”).

150 NINA LUO, DATA FOR PROGRESS, DECRIMINALIZING SURVIVAL: POLICY PLATFORM AND POLLING ON THE DECRIMINALIZATION OF SEX WORK 23 (2020) (providing data regarding the support for the decriminalization of sex work); DAVID CAHN & JACK CAHN, WHEN
Ironically, those are two of the many issues that they support that are often missing from the criminal justice curriculum. They are less supportive of the national security apparatus that has influenced the penal state and more supportive of progressive domestic social agendas than any other generation. These views, amongst others, point to a certain kind of sensitivity to social inequality that is absent from criminal legal education.

Gender also crosscuts with age in ways that are relevant to criminal legal education. The #MeToo Movement has drawn attention to the law’s failure to address sexual violence while highlighting the shortcomings of disciplinary processes and workplace complaint structures that often act as substitutes for criminal law. #MeToo is supported by women across generations. The movement also occurs at a time when there are questions about the criminal justice system’s legitimacy and raises pressing questions that are relevant for Millennials and post-Millennials entering the penal bureaucracy. Importantly, younger cohorts also have more capacious feminist frameworks available to them due to the political work of second and third-wave feminists. Aya Gruber’s analysis of carceral feminism details how late-twentieth-century activists, who sought in earnest to punish domestic violence, have been in tension with a feminist uneasiness around deploying the state to address gender violence. That disquiet has only grown in the

---
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last decade. Of course, pro-defendant and pro-victim viewpoints are par for the course in the criminal justice curriculum. But the critique of carceral feminism presents a uniquely modern entry point for legal conversations about gender, generation, and punishment that are often missing in legal education, or are relatively simplistic. Meanwhile, intersectionality, a term previously reserved for scholarly and activist spaces and coined by baby boomers, is now a word that is part of mainstream political discourse. InterSectionality is also part of some young people's lexicon and ways of seeing the world. The mismatch between their understanding of intersectionality, and criminal legal education's inattention to such issues, is a lost opportunity for budding attorneys.

These observations are not a slur to older cohorts or an attempt to romanticize young people. Boomers and members of Generation X created some of the political spaces and intellectual frameworks currently available to Millennials and post-Millennials. Members of Generation X are increasingly obtaining leadership positions in the indigent defense and reform prosecutor offices described in the next two subsections. In addition to witnessing everything described in this subsection thus far, baby boomers and members of Generation X lived through and participated in their own era of “unprecedented political and social unrest” that was rife with protests, riots, economic downturns, assassinations, and political scandals. The key difference and relevant concern here is that Millennials and post-Millennials are at the beginning of their legal careers. Members of both groups are entering the penal bureaucracy every year. This annual development, and their unique backgrounds, are often overlooked in scholarly journals and the classroom, raising the strong possibility of a mismatch between the professors who teach and the kind of robust legal training students might desire and


157 Id. at 16-17.
159 ANGE-MARIE HANCOCK, SOLIDARITY POLITICS FOR MILLENNIALS: A GUIDE TO ENDING THE OPPRESSION OLYMPICS, 26 (2011) (“Millennials are far more tolerant in their attitudes about race, gender, class, and sexual orientation than their older counterparts because they have been raised in a far different society . . . .”).
160 Id. at 26 (“Millennials often fail to recognize that gains taken for granted today were hard-fought victories that can and do disappear regularly if no one is watching, deeply affecting citizens’ lives.”).
need. Law professors are, of course, entitled to teach their courses in whatever manner they see fit. But the result of more traditional, strictly legalistic forms of instruction is this: a form of professional education that strips criminal justice courses of their policy implications and possibly undermines the social justice concerns that lead young people to enter law school. Promisingly, there are developments in the penal bureaucracy that seem partially responsive to younger generations’ perspectives and the need for massive changes in the criminal justice system.

B. Prosecution Reimagined

Progressive prosecutors or “reform prosecutors” sit on the other side reform developments in the penal bureaucracy. They are the focus of this subsection. Both terms refer to what Rachel Barkow has described as a “new kind of prosecutor who pledges to change the failed tough-on-crime approaches of the past.” Many of their elections were successful because they articulated positions on how to address problems tied to pre-trial detention, lethal police killings, unnecessarily lengthy sentences, and wrongful convictions. Per Emily Bazelon’s account, forty million people, or about twelve percent of the population, live in a city or county with a prosecutor who might be considered a reformer. These district attorneys have garnered increasing scholarly and media attention, but the proliferation of these lawyer types has not come without criticism.

People across the ideological aisle have described the label of “progressive prosecution” as misleading and unhelpful. One conservative commentator

---

162 The Association of American Law Schools’ Before the JD is a study investigating the views of more than 20,000 Millennial undergraduates at 25 colleges and universities. ASS’N AM. L. SCHS. & GALLUP, HIGHLIGHTS FROM BEFORE THE JD: UNDERGRADUATE VIEWS ON LAW SCHOOL 1 (2018). The study found that 44% of undergraduates believe law schools would be an important step toward political, government or public service work whereas 32% believed legal education would help them be an advocate for social change. Id. at 3. While all of these students do not make it to law school, and some of their beliefs change, these public-spirited motivations have meaning for how this particular cohort (and their predecessors) are trained in legal education.

163 Kay L. Levine, Should Consistency Be Part of the Reform Prosecutor’s Playbook?, 1 HASTINGS J. CRIME & PUNISHMENT 169, 170 n.2 (2020) (using the reformer label instead of the “progressive” label “to embrace those prosecutors who do not identify as politically progressive but who do support reducing the size of the carceral state and exercising fiscal responsibility in criminal justice”); Maybell Romero, Rural Spaces, Communities of Color, and the Progressive Prosecutor, 110 J. CRIM. L. & CRIMINOLOGY 803, 815 (2020) (“Perhaps a better label for a prosecutor who makes a greater investment in decriminalization, decarceration, and police accountability is ‘reform-minded.’”).


165 Id.; BARKOW, PRISONERS OF POLITICS, supra note 4, at 155-60; Sklansky, Handbook, supra note 7, at 26.

argues that “progressive prosecution” is simply a byproduct of clever branding and outsized, left-leaning personalities.\textsuperscript{167} Much of the progressive prosecution agenda (e.g., diverting the mentally ill out of the penal system, not prosecuting substance abusers, deprioritizing low level crimes to save taxpayer dollars) could be plausibly associated with right-leaning principles of government efficiency and fiscal conservatism.\textsuperscript{168} On the left, there is contestation in scholarly and activist spaces about whether progressivism is ideologically possible in the U.S. system of punishment. Critics have suggested that these penal bureaucrats fail to live up to the hype,\textsuperscript{169} or inappropriately put their efforts in “better prosecution” as opposed to disinvesting in an incorrigible system of punishment.\textsuperscript{170} Some of this criticism traces its roots to debates of the 1990s and the early twentieth-first century when intellectuals grappled with whether minority attorneys with social justice impulses should enter the prosecutorial ranks.\textsuperscript{171} The analysis here does


\textsuperscript{168} Id.

\textsuperscript{169} Abbe Smith, The Prosecutors I Like: A Very Short Essay, 16 OHIO ST. J. CRIM. L. 411, 416-17 (2019) ("Manhattan DA Cyrus Vance Jr., Los Angeles DA Jackie Lacey, and New Orleans DA Leon Cannizzaro all ran for office as aggressive reformers, but continued a range of harsh prosecutorial practices, like zealously prosecuting panhandlers (especially in fancy neighborhoods.").

\textsuperscript{170} See Benjamin Levin, Essay, Imagining the Progressive Prosecutor, 105 MINN. L. REV. 1445, 1444-45 (2021) (juxtaposing the progressive prosecutors with the “anti-carceral prosecutor” whose progressivism is not tied to electoral politics but to a critical stance toward the criminal justice system and who would not argue “for more investment in DAs offices so that they can do their jobs better” but instead advocates for a divestment from prosecution and the criminal system); Karakatsanis, supra note 23, at 925 (“[P]rogressive prosecutors are not calling for smaller prosecutor offices or fewer police. None of them are seeking a massive shift in investigative resources away from investigating the crimes of the poor to investigating the crimes of the rich. None of them have prosecuted a single one of their own employees for withholding evidence or obstruction of justice. None of them have announced a policy of declining to prosecute all drug possession. None of them have stopped prosecuting children as adults.”); Romero, supra note 163, at 815 (“I was a prosecutor for about five years. I genuinely thought I could be one of these progressive prosecutors. After working in exurban and rural counties where line prosecutors were flagrantly micromanaged, though, it became clear to me that it is impossible to be a good prosecutor in a bad system, let alone one who is truly progressive.” (footnote omitted)); Abolitionist Principles & Campaign Strategies for Prosecutor Organizing, CMTY JUST. EXCH. (Jan. 22, 2020), https://www.communityjusticeexchange.org/en/abolitionist-principles [https://perma.cc/K9QS-RSLM] (“Just like electing any elected official, electing a new prosecutor, even as a part of a larger strategy, is never the end goal because it does not disrupt the existence of the prosecuting office or end the violence of criminalization . . . Discussions of ‘good,’ ‘bad,’ ‘progressive,’ or ‘regressive’ prosecutors keep the focus on individuals and are a distraction that impedes the need for structural and systemic change . . . The best thing prosecutors can do for people who need services is get out of the way.”).

\textsuperscript{171} See, e.g., PAUL BUTLER, LET’S GET FREE: A HIP-HOP THEORY OF JUSTICE 101-22 (2009) (arguing that people who go into prosecution with a progressive agenda eventually get derailed because of structural reasons); ELLIS COSE, THE DARDEN DILEMMA: 12 BLACK WRITERS ON JUSTICE, RACE, AND CONFLICTING LOYALTIES 5-11 (1997); Lenese C. Herbert, Et in Arcadia Ego: A Perspective on Black Prosecutors’ Loyalty Within the American Criminal Justice System, 49 HOW. L.J.
not get mired in the ongoing, weighty debate about the ideological virtues of these reform prosecutors. My purpose here is to describe how developments in prosecutorial practice have the potential to alter penal outcomes, and more importantly, have a bearing on students interested in the criminal practice of law (particularly future prosecutors). Two aspects of this reform approach to prosecution are noteworthy: how these bureaucrats rethink aspects of substantive criminal law and criminal adjudication.

Reform-minded prosecutors have taken decided stances on a host of issues that challenge criminal justice conventions. The first and most spectacular is related to their decision to not pursue the death penalty in the cases where the defendant would be eligible. In some ways, the relative rarity of executions makes this unremarkable. What is distinctive is these prosecutors’ stated rationale. These district attorneys echo scholarly critiques of capital punishment’s racial disproportionality as well as criticisms that likely come up in criminal law classrooms across the country if/when the Supreme Court’s notorious decision in *McCleskey v. Kemp* is discussed.172 Larry Krasner, the face of progressive prosecution, has not only said that capital punishment “really is about poverty” and “really is about race”;173 he has taken the unprecedented step, as a prosecutor, to argue to the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania that the death penalty, as applied, is unconstitutional.174 Parisa Dehghani-Tafti, the Attorney for Arlington County and the City of Falls Church, Virginia, similarly campaigned on not seeking the death penalty and

---


described it as “inhumane, expensive, and racially-biased.” On the other end of the offense spectrum, reform-minded district attorneys have rejected the view that they need to prosecute low-level, misdemeanor crimes that populate the criminal justice system but rarely show up in criminal law courses. Many have declined to prosecute marijuana crimes, disorderly conduct charges brought against summer 2020 protestors, and—in a sharp rebuke of broken windows policing—various “quality of life” crimes. Somewhere between the death penalty and low-level offenses, a prosecutor like Chicago’s Kim Foxx, has implemented a policy of only prosecuting felony shoplifting for thefts involving stolen material worth $1000 or more—a policy that has come under criticism but is framed as an attempt to conserve prosecutorial resources for gun violence. Questions of political sensibility aside, these approaches to penal governance strike at core issues in substantive criminal law theory that are drilled into students during their first year of law school. Some of these include criminal law’s function as an expression of moral condemnation, underlying theories of punishment, and what kinds of behavior warrant legal sanction.

Reform-minded prosecutors have also rethought criminal adjudication in ways that may have implications for criminal procedure and evidence law.


176 See Katie Shepherd & Mark Guarino, Liberal Prosecutors Face Backlash Over Lenient Charges Following Civil Unrest and Looting, WASH. POST (Aug. 12, 2020), https://www.washingto


179 See generally John E. Foster, Note, Charges to be Declined: Legal Challenges and Policy Debates Surrounding Non-Prosecution Initiatives in Massachusetts, 60 B.C. L. REV. 2511, 2514 (2019) (arguing that non-violent crimes relating to quality-of-life should not be punished with jail time); Jessica A. Roth, Prosecutorial Declination Statements, 110 J. CRIM. L. & CRIMINOLOGY 477 (2020) (same); Roger A. Fairfax, Jr., Prosecutorial Nullification, 52 B.C. L. REV. 1243 (2011) (same).

The most publicized shift concerns pretrial detention and bail. Between 2000 and 2015, the growth of pretrial detainees—people who are still considered legally innocent—accounted for ninety-five percent of the overall jail population growth. This new cohort of prosecutors appear to be more mindful about the social, economic, and communal costs of a pretrial detention regime that has drifted away from its original purpose of ensuring appearance at trial to a system that superficially assesses whether people accused of crimes are actually dangerous. Whereas bail reform has had mixed success in courts and legislative arenas, prosecutors are taking bold steps to reign in reliance on money bail in places like Durham and Philadelphia and have outright ceased the use of the practice in jurisdictions like Prince George’s County and San Francisco. This side of bail reform, like the larger project, is rejiggering basic legal assumptions about pretrial liberty. Moving into the adjudicative process, prosecutors in...
Mississippi and Kansas have warmed to the legislative trend toward open-file discovery policies, which should, in theory, address the longstanding issue\(^\text{186}\) of prosecutors failing to disclose exculpatory evidence.\(^\text{187}\) Open-file policies are no panacea.\(^\text{188}\) But if implemented correctly, they have the potential to shift discovery norms.\(^\text{189}\) As such, these policies are great fodder for classroom discussions on professional development since the norm of prosecutorial misconduct is underdiscussed in law school.\(^\text{190}\)

A few developments in the world of progressive prosecution sit at the intersection of evidence and criminal procedure. Some of these prosecutors grapple more publicly with the empirical fact that some police officers lie,\(^\text{191}\) and have refused to bring cases brought by cops with documented histories


\(^{188}\) See generally Ben Grunwald, The Fragile Promise of Open-File Discovery, 49 Conn. L. Rev. 771 (2017) (empirically contesting the efficacy of open-file discovery regimes and arguing that such policies would be more effective if combined with funding for indigent defense and are attentive to adaptive behavior by police and prosecutors).

\(^{189}\) Id.; see also Sklansky, Handbook, supra note 7, at 35 (suggesting that "the devil is in the details" when it comes to open-file discovery and noting that such policies need to minimally include "all potentially relevant evidence and all information that might lead to potentially relevant evidence" and be provided to all defendants, and not just defendants who request it or decline to plead guilty).

\(^{190}\) Lara A. Bazelon, Hard Lessons: The Role of Law Schools in Addressing Prosecutorial Misconduct, 16 Berkeley J. Crim. L. 391, 407 (2011) (arguing that law students who seek to be future prosecutors and criminal defense attorneys need to learn about prosecutorial misconduct before they enter practice and proposing an approach that blends black letter instruction with clinical skills development); Adam M. Gershowitz, Prosecutorial Shaming: Naming Attorneys to Reduce Prosecutorial Misconduct, 42 U.C. Davis L. Rev. 1059, 1063–64 (2009) (observing that "district attorney’s offices hire many junior prosecutors straight out of law school where they learn a considerable amount of doctrinal law but very little about how to make ethical decisions in everyday situations," and going on to note that once these students are hired, "district attorneys’ offices offer insufficient training to avoid the potential for misconduct that lurks around every corner").

\(^{191}\) See Steven Zeidman, From Dropo to Testifying: Prosecutorial Apathy, Ennui, or Complicity?, 16 Ohio St. J. Crim. L. 423, 425 (2019) ("Commentators, scholars, and practitioners—judges and prosecutors, as well as defense attorneys—have long acknowledged that police perjury is an ever-present reality."); I. Bennett Capers, Crime, Legitimacy, and Testifying, 83 Ind. L.J. 835, 836 (2008) (describing how under-enforcement of officer lying impacts defendants of color). Lying by police officers isn't limited to in-court testimony; it is a pervasive feature throughout the process of investigations and interrogations. Richard A. Leo, Police Interrogation and American Justice 34–35 (2009) (describing the ways in which contemporary police interrogations are "steeped in artifice, deception, and fraud").
of lying on the stand and in their police reports.192 “Brady lists” are not new, but some district attorneys, like those in Orlando and Philadelphia, are making lists of these unreliable officers public,193 while San Francisco’s lead prosecutor had a policy of declination for cases that relied solely on uncorroborated reports from officers with prior serious misconduct.194 Despite the imperfection of “Brady lists,”195 these policies challenge uncritical public assumptions about police credibility and slightly shift very lopsided evidentiary scales toward defendants.196 Most generally, conviction integrity units (CIUs) are slowly emerging in “progressive” and more “standard” offices across the country. Such units seek to “prevent, identify, and remedy” false convictions.197

In their best iterations, these backward-looking accountability measures look broadly at criminal justice errors, with a particular focus on police and prosecutorial misconduct, and identify the “causes of, and remedies for, wrongful convictions.”198 Effective conviction integrity units break from the

196 See Rachel Moran, Contesting Police Credibility, 93 WASH. L. REV. 1339, 1343-44 (2018) (arguing that the law creates evidentiary imbalances in the government’s favor by making police misconduct records confidential and sometimes inaccessible, while prosecutors have easy access to a defendant’s criminal history and many ways to introduce that history into the record). See generally Jonathan Abel, Brady’s Blind Spot: Impeachment Evidence in Police Personnel Files and the Battle Splitting the Prosecution Team, 67 STAN. L. REV. 743 (2015) (describing how state statutes, local policies, and police union obstructionism prevent Brady disclosure of police misconduct evidence which leads to defendants being deprived of critical impeachment evidence).
198 Bruce Green & Ellen Yaroshesky, Prosecutorial Accountability 2.0, 92 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 51, 84-85 (2016) (describing conviction integrity units as “the most significant internal prosecutorial reform at the state level” and suggesting prosecutors’ creation of these units is an implicit acknowledgement of the need to address prosecutorial conduct systematically). See generally JOHN
trend of innocence-denying prosecutors who disregard evidence of convicted people’s innocence. Ultimately, politics overlay all of these developments. The backlash that many of these attorneys are receiving—hate speech, a noose in the mail, stripped authority from the executive branch, ethical complaints from police unions—all belie the depoliticized representation of prosecution in criminal legal education and signal the stakes for future penal bureaucrats.

Reform-minded prosecutors are shifting practices of punishment and corresponding criminal justice discourse. Their approaches to criminal justice have the potential to jumpstart different approaches to the criminal justice curriculum. The jury is still out on how this new brand of lawyering will impact people’s lives—whether it represents a meaningful step forward or serves as an illusory of reform. But since many of these reforms are explicitly about race and poverty, and in other instances tacitly implicate these concerns, they are productive entry points for conversations that scholars have recognized are lacking in criminal legal education.

C. Indigent Defense Rebooted

Legal aid has long been concerned with issues tied to race, poverty, gender, and inequality, but the past two decades have witnessed some critical changes in indigent defense. Two, in particular, are noteworthy. The first is the shift toward holistic defense—a form of legal representation that focuses on the ways enshinurement in the criminal justice system can impact other areas

---


199 See Lara Bazelon, Ending Innocence Denying, 47 HOFSTRA L. REV. 393, 439-43 (2018) (describing the rise of CIUs, a shift in some jurisdictions toward independent investigations of claims of innocence, and increased public admissions of mistakes and misconduct).


of social life (e.g., housing, family relations, employment, receipt of public benefits). The other trend is a more institution-wide recognition of racial inequality in the criminal justice system. This recognition of racial inequality looks beyond individual bias and acknowledges the ways defense attorneys can be implicated in racial subjugation. Interestingly, these trends reflect issues that are often glossed over in the criminal justice curriculum but can potentially shape how future attorneys approach their provision of legal services to people accused of crimes.

Holistic defense takes a more aggressive approach to the interlocking problems of poverty and mass incarceration by addressing the underlying criminal charge the defendant is faced with and focusing on preventing future involvement with the criminal justice system. The approach is interdisciplinary, calling for “collaboration with other professionals—social workers, job counselors, housing advocates and the like—in helping the client advance a goal of noninvolvement in the system.” Holistic defense also includes teams of lawyers who work across practice areas (e.g., public benefits, family law, housing, immigration) in an attempt to address the potential collateral consequences that may flow from criminal justice contact or a conviction. These consequences can include termination of parental rights, deportation, loss of a job, or eviction from public housing. For example, if an undocumented immigrant is charged with a misdemeanor, the defense attorney would work with an in-house immigration attorney and social worker to represent the defendant in the criminal proceeding while helping stave off potential deportation. The emergence of a holistic defense model is a response to the rise of collateral consequences and the attendant demands that have been placed on indigent defense providers.

The holistic model has gained traction across the country and has the potential to address our penal status quo. Although this form of advocacy was

202 Kim Taylor-Thompson, Tuning Up Gideon’s Trumpet, 71 FORDHAM L. REV. 1461, 1505 (2003) (“Holistic advocacy means working with the client to find ways to prevent future involvement with the criminal justice system as well as working to disentangle her from her current criminal charge.”).
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206 Alexandra Natapoff, Gideon’s Servants and the Criminalization of Poverty, 12 OHIO ST. J. CRIM. L. 445, 459-60 (2015) (describing the “expansive caretaking function” of public defenders that has only expanded with “the vast array of collateral consequences that the criminal system now imposes on offenders”).
popularized by legal services organizations in New York City,\textsuperscript{207} it has made its way to organizations in Wisconsin, Texas, Tennessee, California, and other jurisdictions.\textsuperscript{208} More importantly, holistic defense works. One empirical study found that it reduced “custodial sentence[s] by 16% and reduced “expected sentence length by 24%.”\textsuperscript{209} Michael Pinard compellingly argues that legal education should include holistic representation in its conception of lawyering.\textsuperscript{210} Including the holistic perspective into legal education might get law students to analyze legal problems broadly, encourage them to “explor[e] possible connections to other legal and non-legal issues” facing criminal defendants, and get students to understand “that focusing solely on the criminal charge may not address the underlying issues that confront the client.”\textsuperscript{211} Holistic defense presents an alternative way to address problems in the criminal justice system and can broaden traditional conceptions of “defense” in the core criminal justice curriculum.

The other significant development in indigent defense has been the explicit recognition of and attention to racial subordination in the criminal justice system. Since poverty is a necessary condition to indigent defense, and because indigence has longstanding association with race, racial subordination has long been a concern for indigent defense.\textsuperscript{212} However, two things are particularly unique: the more detailed institutional recognition of race’s role in the criminal justice system and the increased recognition of the ways indigent defense can be complicit in racialized mass incarceration.

Individual and national organizations have become more assertive about infusing racial justice principles into their work. In California, Jeff Adachi led the San Francisco Public Defender’s Office for most of the twenty-first century until his death in 2019. The office is considered one of the best in the country. Adachi helped develop a committee that focused explicitly on racial justice issues and collaborated with other Bay Area organizations to conduct
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\textsuperscript{210} Michael Pinard, \textit{Teaching Justice-Connectivity}, 80 LA. L. REV. 95, 102-04 (2019).
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\textsuperscript{212} See Ossei-Owusu, supra note 82, at 1167 (“[D]ifferent concerns about race surfaced for the key protagonists in indigent defense history.”).
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litigation trainings that prepared attorneys on how to address race “in the context of voir dire, police misconduct, and search and seizure.” ArchCity Defenders in St. Louis describes itself as a “holistic legal advocacy organization that combats the criminalization of poverty and state violence, especially in communities of color.” The organization also “envisions a society liberated from systems of oppression where the promise of justice and racial equity is realized . . . .” The Legal Aid Society in New York City, one of the oldest and largest public defender offices in the country, established a Racial Justice Unit that works with all of its practice areas “to ensure that racial justice and equity [principles] are fully integrated . . . [into the organization’s] work.” In 2016, the National Association for Public Defense developed a Racial Justice Committee whose goal was to address “racial bias at every step of the criminal justice system” by working with community organizations, developing litigation strategies for defenders across the country, and collaborating with empirical researchers (which has produced some of the available empirical scholarship on indigent defense). These efforts sit within a long history of racial justice organizing; they also represent institutionally specific attempts to address issues that are not robustly addressed in the traditional education of public defenders despite being consequential to their practice.

Indigent defense providers have also been more introspective about how their attorneys can be complicit in racial subordination. Spawned by a growing body of implicit bias scholarship that turned its attention to defense attorneys, many organizations have begun to interrogate their taken-for-granted assumptions about their racial politics. This recognition is important for indigent defense attorneys of all racial groups since “confidence in one’s own egalitarianism” can serve as an obstacle to identifying racial bias, “meaning that individuals who became [public defenders] in order to fight racial injustice may be just as susceptible to the effects of [implicit biases] as

---
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those with less noble motives." The National Legal Aid and Defender Association, the largest umbrella organization for civil and criminal legal services, has also recognized the role of implicit bias in public interest law. Acknowledging that bias can structure legal aid organizations and interactions with clients, it has called on its member organizations to adopt implicit bias trainings, recruit diverse staff (lawyers and non-lawyers alike), and engage in periodic evaluations of racial justice strategies. Its Racial Justice Action Plan disentangles the conflation of poverty with racism that has allowed criminal legal aid attorneys to have unchecked assumptions about their racial politics and commitments.

The observations of John Rapping, a national indigent defense leader and 2014 MacArthur “Genius” Award recipient, are also instructive. Gideon’s Promise, formerly the Southern Public Defender Training Center, is a non-profit organization that prepares new public defenders every summer and trains existing public defenders across the country. Speaking to defense attorneys, Rapping says this:

> There is no reason to believe that those of us who choose criminal defense as a profession are immune to the influences of [implicit racial bias]. In fact, if our biases are shaped by the world around us, there is every reason to believe that those of us who spend our days immersed in such a racist criminal justice system develop even deeper [implicit racial bias].

In an effort to generate more equitable forms of criminal justice lawyering, these interrogations of defender bias attempt to disabuse attorneys of the easy assumptions about the criminal defense function that legal education sometimes validates.
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221 NAT’L LEGAL AID & DEF. ASS’N, RACIAL JUSTICE ACTION PLAN 1 (2018), https://www.nlada.org/sites/default/files/pictures/NLADA_Racial_Justice_Action_Plan_%28Oct%202018%29.pdf [https://perma.cc/8Q5T-DBCV] (“We do not conflate poverty with racism. To say that because the majority of our clients are persons of color, we necessarily perform racial justice work would be to simplify the difficult issues of poverty, racial injustice, and racial injustice that flows from poverty.” (footnotes omitted)).


224 Id. at 1019–20; see also Richardson & Goff, supra note 4, at 2648 (“Despite the fact that many public defenders are committed to zealous and effective advocacy, there is abundant reason for concern that implicit racial biases may affect their decisions.”).
Indigent defense organizations’ recognition of system-wide racial bias, and the trend toward holistic advocacy, are important for a few reasons. Both speak to dimensions of the legal system that have long been overlooked by defense attorneys: the poverty-exacerbating collateral consequences of criminal justice contact, and the ways defenders can be complicit in racial subordination. Attention to poverty and racial bias also provide additional entry points for law students who are interested in racial and economic justice, but who may not have considered indigent defense to be a professional mechanism to effectuate that commitment (opting instead for civil legal aid, appellate legal advocacy, or work in government). Finally, this growing recognition complicates the simplistic narrative that indigent defense automatically equals racial and economic justice. This assumption may be difficult for white and minority defenders to grasp. Many of them have committed their careers to social justice, and in some instances, sacrificed more lucrative careers. The ideas that they can harbor biases, are insufficiently attentive to poverty, and/or reproduce unequal outcomes—all of which are unusual propositions in their legal education—might be particularly difficult to accept, despite the practice reality. But the trends toward holistic, race-conscious indigent defense corrects some of the many oversights in legal education.

III. PROVOCATION AND CURRICULAR REFORM

Thus far, I have offered two strands of a larger story. The first points to the ways legal education socializes law students and underprepares them for the realities of the penal bureaucracy. The second highlights recent developments in the legal profession that are insufficiently attended to in the criminal justice curriculum. This Part weaves these two stories. I situate these threads against the exigent political circumstances showcased during the protests of summer 2020 and reorganization of education inaugurated by COVID-19. With all of this in mind, my normative inquiry is this: How can a legal industry that has long professed the ideals of equal justice, and recently condemned a racialized system of punishment, begin to harmonize criminal legal education with the practical realities of the penal bureaucracy? Here I focus on some potential strategies.

A. Data-Collection Reform

Embarrassingly, there is little information about the demographic profiles of prosecutors and indigent defense attorneys, and that needs to change immediately. This information gap is especially bizarre for a legal profession that emphasizes evidence-based practices and marvels at sophisticated,
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empirically based research. We do not know enough about the prosecutors responsible for criminal justice governance or the indigent defense attorneys tasked with protecting cherished constitutional criminal procedure rights. Yet the various studies discussed in Part II of this Article demonstrate that this demographic information can be consequential for criminal defendants. I am not the first person to offer this lamentation. On the prosecutorial side, David Sklansky has regularly called attention to the need for more empirical information about who engages in the day-to-day work of being a line prosecutor. On the indigent defense side, Sandra Simkins has similarly pointed out the National Association for Law Placement’s (NALP) disinterest in collecting information about women who practice in public interest law. Ultimately, the lack of consistent and public information about these parts of the penal bureaucracy is a statement about the legal profession’s empirical commitments.

NALP and law schools are in the best positions to fill in the gaps of information about prosecutors and public defenders. On its website, NALP states that “it believes in fairness, facts and the power of a diverse community.” In a summer 2020 protest inspired letter, the organization acknowledged that it “has long championed the fight for greater diversity, equity, and inclusion in the legal profession, but at this moment in time, we see that our historic efforts are not enough.” There is no reason to doubt the organization’s sincerity. It has served as a principal promoter of inclusion principles in pre-law school programs, legal education, judicial clerkships, and U.S. law firms. But the collection of data on indigent defense and prosecutors—which it has the organizational capacity to collect—is simply a weak spot that needs to be corrected.
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Law schools should encourage NALP to collect data on their graduates who go into indigent defense and prosecution, and if the organization declines to do so, they have at least three potential options. First, they could withhold valuable information about their graduates who go into BigLaw. Considering the well-known rankings sensitivity of law schools, and the prisoner’s dilemma that would be involved with such withholding, this may be unlikely. Second, they could encourage another organization such as the Law School Admission Council or the Association of American Law Schools to serve as a clearinghouse for this information. Third, they could band together in regional clusters (e.g., Chicagoland, Gulf States, California) and annually collate this information by themselves. This is not extraordinary since many law schools organize academic workshops locally, put together conferences annually, and have deans who collaborate to advocate for their collective interests. All of these approaches would scratch the demographic surface, as they only get at entry-level practitioners and would not be able to capture attrition, lateral movement, and the penal bureaucracy’s real-time population. Still, getting this data is relatively low hanging fruit considering the available institutional infrastructures at law schools and legal education associations. Whether it be self-initiated, institutionally compelled, or geographically bounded collaboration, some form of multi-school collaboration could go a long way in getting a better snapshot of the profession.

Better data on public defenders and prosecutors matters. Even if data collection confirms what representative samples have found, and what we can intuit from the larger demographics of the legal profession, getting a better global perspective of who works in these offices is worthwhile. More demographic data will provide a better understanding of prosecutorial offices that already struggle with transparency and indigent defense offices that have gotten a pass because of assumptions about social justice. This information could lead to more quantitative and qualitative research on these areas and render more nuanced descriptions of these areas of criminal practice. Better data and studies can: inform how legal scholars teach in the criminal justice
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curriculum; generate more thought on professional development choices; and influence how the general public conceives of the penal bureaucracy.231

B. Student Initiatives

Students are critical players in any attempt to modify criminal legal education and make it more proximate to the penal bureaucracy’s practical realities. This is seemingly obvious, but it is also counterintuitive. Student primacy is straightforward because it fits nicely into consumerist frameworks of education that have become popular in the past few decades.232 The centrality of students to criminal legal education reform is less evident because they are transient individuals. They typically spend three years in law school (sometimes two due to lack of engagement and four if they are part-time students).233 Students justifiably focus on grades and their career during law school, and are not optimally organized, which makes them less than desirable sponsors of curricular reform.234 However, students do have a place in reform efforts. The legacies of the 1980s offer some examples of how student organizing can shape the legal education landscape. The federal court-filling Federalist Society began not as a top-down initiative, but through the frustration of conservative and libertarian law students who believed there was little space for their views in legal education and the legal profession.235 Critical race theory—the school of thought that helped

231 Green & Yaroshefsky, supra note 198, at 87 (discussing the shifting public perceptions of prosecutor’s conduct, which they refer to as “The Great Criminal Justice Awakening”); JUST. PRO. OFF. OF AM. UNIV., AMERICANS’ VIEWS ON PUBLIC DEFENDERS AND THE RIGHT TO COUNSEL: NATIONAL PUBLIC OPINION SURVEY CONDUCTED FOR THE RIGHT TO COUNSEL NATIONAL CAMPAIGN 25 (2017) (indicating, through a public opinion survey on indigent defense, that some people wanted more tax dollars spent on public defenders because of mass incarceration, reducing prison costs, and fighting racial injustice).

232 See Debra Moss Vollweiler, Law School As A Consumer Product: Beat ‘Em or Join ‘Em?, 40 PACE L. REV. 1, 2 (2019) (arguing that the “consumer mindset” can enhance the educational experience of law students).

233 Mitu Gulati, Richard Sander, & Robert Sockloskie, The Happy Charade: An Empirical Examination of the Third Year of Law School, 51 J. LEGAL EDUC. 235, 244 (2001) (“We estimate that third-year students at many schools attend only around 60 percent of their large classes. Among the third-year students who do attend class, there appears to be little engagement with course work”).

234 N. William Hines, Are Students A Dean’s Primary Constituency?, 31 U. TOL. L. REV. 629, 630 (2000) (“Students typically are poorly organized and their attempts at self-government are often so feeble that their leaders lack credibility, even on issues that vitally affect student welfare.”).

diversify the general legal curriculum at the end of the twentieth century—was a partial byproduct of disenchanted law students at Harvard and Berkeley. Hailing these examples is not a call for replication but an attempt to signal the power of students.

Setting aside the more common tactics of student protests, engagement in faculty hiring, and making demands to the dean, students interested in criminal legal education reform have a few particularized strategies at their disposal—all of which involve work. The first involves student outlines. These documents are essential to legal education but often focus, quite reasonably, on the technical, test-based content of the course. Consider a modified practice of student outline generation. In one instance, students thoroughly outline for instructors and effectively fuse the core criminal justice content with more practical insights. Alternatively, outline creation could be an affinity-group specific endeavor (as is often the case now). In this instance, student groups might create outlines that address issues that surface in courses that are relevant to their group mission (e.g., a member of the Latinx Law Students Association – LALSA – pointing out how access to Spanish translators and interpretive difficulties can create due process problems for criminal defendants with limited English proficiency, or a member of OutLaw cataloging how basic conversations about hate crimes and interpersonal violence overlook the LGBTQ community).

It is no secret students pass down outlines annually. Over time, these more granular outlines might give students the vocabulary (and confidence) to ask deeper questions about specific areas of law (and possibly force professors to be more rigorous). Another strategy blends autodidactic approaches with student collaboration. There are some available templates. The National Lawyers Guild sponsors “Disorientation” every year, which includes a handbook on
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238 See Jordan Blair Woods, LGBTQ in the Courtroom: How Sexuality and Gender Identity Impact the Jury System, in CRIMINAL JURIES IN THE 21ST CENTURY: CONTEMPORARY ISSUES, PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCE AND THE LAW 67 (Cynthia Najdowski & Margaret Stevenson eds., 2018) (“[I]f a case involves an anti-LGBTQ hate crime, then the prosecution may wish to ask prospective jurors about LGBTQ-related topics in order to expose possible biases against the victim.”); Laura K. Abel, Language Access in the Federal Courts, 61 DRAKE L. REV. 593, 602 (2013) (discussing interpreter access as being “a matter of due process”).
how a student can create their own progressive legal education. The handbook provides suggested readings on a variety of social justice issues and “concrete strategies to change the culture of law school using examples from other students who have successfully fought for improvements in their institutions.” Students at Boston College, Cornell, Harvard, the University of Miami, and Yale, amongst others, are part of a larger collective called the Law and Political Economy Project. Students in these groups have developed reading groups, supplemental text for the 1L curriculum, and alternative readings for major courses throughout the law school curriculum. These kinds of initiatives require work. But the self-possession that many law students have when it comes to their legal education, along with the fact that Millennials and post-Millennials populated much of the protests of 2020, suggest that students have an appetite both for criminal justice reform and curricular changes in criminal legal education.

C. Faculty Initiatives

Faculty are also crucial to reforming criminal legal education but are part of a larger group of professors that is understood as resistant to change. Law schools’ newfound (or potentially ephemeral) recognition of state-violence against racial minorities provides a unique opportunity to test the commitments of legal education. As Alice Ristroph explains, traditional criminal law courses contribute to racial inequality and injustice, but can be transformed by new pedagogical approaches. This observation applies with equal force to criminal procedure and evidence. Importantly, a few casebooks, scholarly networks, and supplements take mass incarceration, and its correlates seriously. There will be some faculty who are either recalcitrant
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or disinterested in the project of reshaping criminal legal education. The suggestions offered here (and the analysis of this Article) will likely not be for them.

For curious and committed faculty, a few strategies are also at their disposal. For some law professors, the criminal justice system's practical realities are not novel, and some of these issues appear in their scholarship. Much of what I've described is apparent for them, and curricular reform is more of a question of implementation rather than knowledge acquisition. COVID-19 has drastically reordered legal education (and education more broadly) and is forcing teachers of all stripes to rethink their delivery of knowledge. Irrespective of how the pandemic unfolds, there is and will continue to be, a new educational landscape that provides an entry point for experimentation with interdisciplinary and practical approaches to criminal justice courses.

For other instructors, the penal bureaucracy’s quotidian violence against marginalized groups may be more foreign or insufficiently understood. For them, the guidance is simply to read more and implement. Law professors who previously worked at firms and as judicial clerks likely had to learn general areas of law quickly. Professors can ascertain a decent grasp on subject matter areas to write scholarly articles, obtain summer funding from their institutions, and apply for large grants for new projects. Getting generally familiarized with scholarship on race, poverty, gender, sexuality, and immigration, amongst other areas, is no small task, but is doable and should be the price of teaching in the criminal justice curriculum.

Some faculty members may already be doing the work of integrating the practice-based realities of the penal bureaucracy with traditional teaching obligations in the criminal justice curriculum, but there is always more work to be done. Again, there are available templates. Consider the various commercial supplements on the market. One could imagine an expert in the field of criminal law, criminal procedure, and evidence, producing a supplement for some of the standard casebooks that provides a more practice-based human element. A version of this exists with the various “story” books that deeply interrogate the background of seminal cases.²⁴⁵ Others have been less market-driven and developed their alternative syllabi for the law school curriculum. Open source content like the “The Guerrilla Guides to Law Teaching”—authored by Amna Akbar, Sameer Ashar, Jocelyn Simonson, Bill

²⁴⁵ See generally, e.g., CRIMINAL LAW STORIES (Donna Coker & Robert Weisberg eds., 2013); EVIDENCE STORIES (Richard Lempert ed., 2006); CRIMINAL PROCEDURE STORIES (Carol S. Steiker ed., 2006).
Quigley, and others—serve as an excellent open-source model for professors who either want to supplement or substitute standard legal materials for content that simultaneously gets at the policy implications as well as the traditional content of criminal justice courses (e.g., cases, doctrines, rules, tests, and exceptions). In an era where crowdsourcing and streamlining information is common, publicizing more robust lessons in the criminal justice curriculum would elevate the nature of conversations students have with professors inside and outside the classroom. Broadcasting this knowledge would provide insights for students who are interested in socially relevant criminal legal education, but precluded because they lack vocabulary. These efforts would also force professors to offer more updated, socially connected instruction ex ante or by way of informed, real-time student questions in class.

These suggestions may seem too audacious, but it is important to reiterate that professors in the criminal justice curriculum are training some law students who will incarcerate people and others who will work to prevent defendants from being put in what are now understood as virus-infested cages. The fact that only a small number of students actually go into criminal practice sometimes obscures this point, but the stakes are high.

D. Employer Recruitment

Finally, there is a role for reform-minded prosecutors and indigent defense offices that centers around recruitment. Scholars who write about public defenders and prosecutors have identified office culture as one of the critical problems that affect both sections of the penal bureaucracy. Accordingly, these employers should focus some of their hiring efforts on students who demonstrate a holistic understanding of the criminal justice


248 See Primus, supra note 4, at 1769 (describing the negative effects of a “cultural problem” on the representation of indigent defendants); Stephanos Bibas, Prosecutorial Regulation Versus Prosecutorial Accountability, 157 U. PA. L. REV. 959, 997 (2009) (examining the role of the “professional culture of a prosecutor’s office” in shaping prosecutorial outcomes).
Some offices likely hire summer interns with this intention, but I am calling for something more pronounced. On the prosecutor side, Angela Davis has recommended that the hiring process “should include questions about the applicants’ views on mass incarceration, racial disparities, cash bail, and other issues relevant to criminal justice reform.” In the context of indigent defense, Jonathan Rapping discusses how the recruiting process should focus on future “defenders who are motivated to address racial inequities,” who have the right attitude towards the marginalized populations they represent, and students who are more than just “practice-ready” but truly understand what a lawyer can do in a broken system.

Students’ broader understanding of the criminal justice system would emerge from their own experiences and extracurricular learning, but for our purposes, it would also derive from the kinds of courses they take, whom they take them with, and the schools in which they are enrolled. These employers would recruit from schools that have a reformist orientation in their core criminal justice curriculum. Over time, employers would gather information about specific schools and intentionally recruit from places that teach criminal justice courses in ways that conform with their organizational culture and objectives. In an ideal world, this could create the incentive structure for some schools to be more deliberate about curricular reform and develop niche areas for schools in ways that are similar to those in other areas of law. But since

249 Rapping, supra note 223, at 1022 n.109 (“Transforming office culture through values-based recruitment, training, and mentoring is at the heart of the indigent defense reform movement being built through Gideon’s Promise (formerly The Southern Public Defender Training Center).”).


252 Some law schools have established reputations in subject matter areas because of their geography (for instance, New York schools and corporate law; San Francisco Bay Area schools and law and technology; Washington D.C. schools and regulatory law), because of their faculty strengths in a particular area, ideological orientations, or because they feed graduates into federal clerkships or academia. There is no reason why reform-oriented criminal justice could not fit into this reputational world. This is not to say that there are not informal reputations do not exist; they do. Reputational capital is important in the legal profession. Formal rankings exist too. U.S. News actually ranks the best Criminal Law programs, see Best Criminal Law Programs, U.S. NEWS, https://www.usnews.com/best-graduate-schools/top-law-schools/criminal-law-rankings, but this ranking system has a few problems. First, it is based on a survey of legal academics—the same group of scholars that are objects of criticism in this Article. Second, it includes criminal justice reform but also includes issues such as international criminal law and capital punishment. Third, this ranking system is subject to the larger critiques that have been levied against U.S. News. For a discussion on all of these issues, see WENDY NELSON ESPELAND & MICHAEL SAUNDER ENGINES OF ANXIETY: ACADEMIC RANKINGS, REPUTATION, AND ACCOUNTABILITY (2016).
most law schools send a majority of their graduates into private practice, what is more likely is an adaptation by schools who already send a sizeable number of students into criminal practice.

This type of employment-based, social justice-oriented curricular reform might generate unease about partisanship and unintended consequences. The proposal offered in this Part might reek of a certain kind of political (i.e., liberal) bias that many law schools ostensibly disavow. But such anxiety understates liberals’ implication in the status quo (i.e., the Democratic incumbents that reform-minded prosecutors replace and traditional forms of indigent defense that have come under critique). Moreover, this reasonable unease about politics overlooks the ideological flexibility of “reform-minded” prosecution as well as some versions of indigent defense reform.

Defender and prosecutor-based emphases on criminal legal education as an employment consideration might also raise concerns about unintended consequences. Public interest law has been described as elitist for decades, and there may be a worry that the proposal offered here might benefit law schools (often elite themselves) that have the resources for curricular flexibility. Meanwhile, resource-deprived institutions and/or law schools that focus on technical “practice-readiness” may be at a disadvantage. This is also


254 See Trautman, supra note 167 (discussing how even “progressive” prosecutorial reforms can be conservative); LARS TRAUTMAN, R. ST. HOW CONSERVATIVES CAN MAKE PROSECUTION MORE PRODUCTIVE 2 (2020), https://www.rstreet.org/2020/01/30/how-conservatives-can-make-prosecution-more-productive [https://perma.cc/S57U-ZU6A] (noting that grounding prosecutorial reform in conservative criminal justice values can be palatable for all parties involved); Overcriminalization, HERITAGE FOUND., https://www.heritage.org/crime-and-justice/heritage-explains/overcriminalization [https://perma.cc/PN3-L8KZ] (“The criminal code should reflect common understandings of morality, rather than political opportunism (such as responding to crises to appease voters).”); Tim Lynch, 2015 Can be the Year of Criminal Justice Reform, CATO (Feb. 9, 2015), https://www.cato.org/publications/commentary/2015-can-be-year-criminal-justice-reform [https://perma.cc/Y9BF-XM99] (“Unlike most other policy areas, . . . criminal justice reform holds much greater promise since both political parties seem to agree that there are festering problems that need to be addressed..

a legitimate concern, especially considering the profession's general elitism, but my responses are multi-fold. First, as noted in Section III.A, there is simply not enough empirical information about which schools penal bureaucrats graduate from. The claim of elitism is often attached to the most prestigious indigent defense and prosecutorial offices or appellate advocacy organizations outside the scope of this Article (e.g., the American Civil Liberties Union, the Center for Constitutional Rights). The best available data, which comes from the National Jurist, suggests that prosecutors and public defenders are culled from a variety of schools—some of which are comprised of scholars who are advocating precisely for the kinds of criminal legal education reform described in this Article.\footnote{See Katie Thisdell, Best Schools for Public Service, PRELAW, Winter 2020, at 38-44. This information is collected by the National Jurist. The top five law schools for public defenders were Brooklyn, American, Albany, UC Hastings, and the University of Missouri. Id. at 44. The best schools for government, which included prosecution, government agencies, and clerkships were Florida State University, New York Law School, UDC, Albany, and American. Id. at 42. Rebecca Roiphe, a professor at New York Law School, noted that "practitioners of all sorts need practical skills, but they also need a theoretical understanding of the law. Successful lawyers need some version of history, jurisprudence, philosophy, economics, and political theory." Tilting at Stratification: Against A Divide in Legal Education, 16 NEV. L.J. 227, 229 (2015). Jocelyn Simonson, one of the authors of the Guerilla Guides mentioned above, supra note 246, teaches at Brooklyn Law School. Alice Ristroph, the only scholar to produce an extensive analysis of how substantive criminal law courses contribute to mass incarceration, see Ristroph, Curriculum, supra note 7, also teaches at Brooklyn Law School.}

Most generally, the comments of Professors Davis and Rapping, and the argument of this Article, all point to the need for a more extensive understanding of what constitutes “practice-ready” across legal education. Preparedness for being a prosecutor or indigent defense attorney is not just about understanding foundational legal rules; it also involves working familiarity with the social, political, and economic conditions that structure criminal justice administration. Recent developments in indigent defense and prosecution reflect this idea. Accordingly, offices interested in reforming should recruit attorneys whose understanding and education reflect their practice’s dynamism.

CONCLUSION

Calls for reform in legal education and the criminal justice system are not new. But there is a somewhat unique confluence of factors that make this second decade of the twenty-first century an opportune time to reimagine a system of legal education that shapes American punishment. There is an increasingly multi-generational, cross-ideological, interracial recognition that the American criminal justice system is unjust. Law school leaders are making unprecedented statements about a racially biased, poverty-exacerbating criminal justice system. This is all
occurring at a time where a global pandemic is making already squalid correctional facilities more dangerous.

Law professors are not the most obvious players in criminal justice reform, but they shape the educational landscape and policies of law schools. Law professors have the potential to shape the future entrants into the legal profession. Despite a new COVID-19 inspired educational landscape, some will continue business as usual and train future penal bureaucrats who reproduce the status quo. Others may make meaningful changes to how they teach in the criminal justice curriculum and map core legal lessons to the practical realities that have come under public scrutiny. These changes may slowly alter prosecution and defense norms and coincide with reform efforts occurring in legal practice. Teaching changes and educational choices are not foolproof. Nevertheless, the weight of anecdotal and empirical evidence demonstrates that professors who teach in the criminal justice curriculum cannot plead collective innocence when it comes to the status quo that people are increasingly rejecting.

---

257 ABA Standard 201(a) states, “The dean and the faculty shall have the primary responsibility and authority for planning, implementing, and administering the program of legal education of the law school, including curriculum, methods of instruction and evaluation, admissions policies and procedures, and academic standards.” AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION, ABA STANDARDS AND RULES OF PROCEDURE FOR APPROVAL OF LAW SCHOOLS 2020–2021, at 11 (2020).